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C h a p t e r  1   

I n t r o d u c t i o n

1.1  Objective and significance 

Additive manufacturing (a.k.a. 3-D printing) refers to the technology that manufacture 3-D objects 

by depositing materials/inks in a layer-by-layer fashion. With 3-D printing, manufacturers can 

make existing products more efficiently—and create ones that weren’t possible before[1], [2], such 

as printing human tissues/organs. The loss or failure of an organ or tissue is one of the most frequent, 

devastating and costly problems in human health care[3]. 3-D printing tissues/organs is one of the 

technologies that hold great potentials to manufacture replacement tissue rapidly and cost-effectively for 

the clinical needs around the globe. With years of research and development efforts, there has been some 

early successes such as 3-D printed skins[4]–[6], cartilages[7]–[9], etc. What these early successes share 

in common is that they aimed at printing loosely cellularized tissues/organs such as skins, cartilages, etc. 

However, amongst the many kinds of tissues/organs of clinical needs, densely cellularized tissues/organs 

(such as heart, liver, kidney, etc.) still remains difficult to be rapidly reconstructed in-vitro. Currently 

there are two major kinds of bioprinting methods: cell-printing[10]–[15] and tissue-printing[16]–[19]. 
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Cell-printing utilize cell-ink (cell polymer mixture) to rapidly fabricate macroscopic porous cellular 

constructs, yet the cell density it can achieve is low (<2×107 cells/mL); tissue-printing utilize tissue-

ink (cell aggregates) to achieve high cell density, yet the fabrication time is long (generally more than 1 

week).   

 To solve the problem, this thesis describes a bioprinter which is capable of printing high cell 

density multicellular microfiber (a.k.a. cell fiber[20]) based macroscopic, porous tissue construct. The 

creation of the bioprinter is based on the technical merging of two foundational techniques: cell fiber 

technology[20] and additive manufacturing technology[1], [2]. This work covers the detailed designs of 

the key components of the bioprinter (such as the microfluidic printhead, the syringe-vacuum substrate, 

etc.) as well as the practices to integrate these components as a system. Using this bioprinter, a one-

step bioprinting of calcium alginate encapsulated HepG2 (a perpetual cell line consisting of human liver 

carcinoma cells) cell-laden collagen with high cell density (>6×107 cells/mL) were achieved. With 4-5 

days of post-printing culture, cells were able to proliferate, build cell-cell contacts and maturate into cell 

fibers, leading to in-vivo tissue-like morphologies and functions, such as human albumin secretions. The 

applicability of the HepG2 cell fiber based tissue construct as implantation graft for treating acute liver 

failure (ALF) is also tested. The 3-D shape of the printed tissue construct makes it highly handleable and 

easy to implant; cells were found to be alive after 3 days of implantation and human abumin was found 

out in mouse blood samples, showing it a promising method for maintaining blood albumin level without 

frequent albumin infusion.

1.2  Backgrounds and previous works

1.2.1  The “what” and “why” of 3-D bioprinting of tissue/organ

3-D bioprinting of tissue/organ leverages the power of 3-D printing (a.k.a. additive manufacturing) 

tool-sets to rapidly fabricate macro-sized biological tissues. 3-D bioprinting of tissue/organ could be 

categorized as one of the methods for modular/bottom-up tissue engineering. Modular/bottom-up tissue 

engineering aims to recreate biomimetic structures by designing structural features on the microscale 
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to build modular tissues that can be used as building blocks to create larger tissues [21]. With the 

advancement of microfabrication technologies, which improves the ability of mimicking the intricate 

microstructural features of tissues, modular/bottom-up engineering has drawn many research attentions 

in recent years [22]–[25]. Now the field has evolved into a diverse one with various kinds of microscale 

modular tissues (µMTs) been proposed and investigated, such as point-shaped multicellular spheroids/

organoids[26], line-shaped cell-laden microfibers (CLMs)[23], [27] and plane-shaped cell-laden 

sheets[28], [29]. In accordance with the divergent types of µMTs, various kinds of assembling methods 

have also been proposed to build macro sized tissues using the µMTs as building blocks (Fig. 1.1)[24]. 

However, current assembling methods generally lacks flexibility, accuracy and efficiency. Many of the 

assembling methods are only applicable to some specific types of microscale building blocks, such as 

reeling/weaving to line-shaped µMTs, stacking/rolling to plane-shaped µMTs. Though molding method 

is both applicable to point-shaped and line-shaped µMTs, it is not capable to create heterogeneous 

structures and cannot place the µMTs with precise spatial control; in addition, the creation of molds is 

time- and labor- consuming. It is under this context that 3-D printing comes into play.

 3-D printing refers to the processes which build 3-D object by depositing materials in a layer-by-layer 

Fig. 1.1 Various types of microscale modular tissues categrorized as (1) point-shaped, (2) line-shaped 

and (3) plane-shaped cellular constructs. © 2015 Elsevier B.V.
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fashion under computer control. After more than 40 years since the first valid patent filed by Chuck Hull 

in 1986[30], 3-D printing has already evolved into a series of powerful fabrication tool-sets thanks to the 

advancement of 3-D motion control systems as well as the development of highly automated computer-

aided design (CAD) workflow; extremely complex objects with arbitrary shapes and compositions have 

been 3-D printed with a microscale level resolution.

 With the shared philosophy of building objects from the “bottom-up”, the 3-D printing tool-sets were 

soon adopted by researchers in the field of modular/bottom-up tissue engineering, which eventually 

leads to the foundation of the field named “3-D bioprinting of tissue/organ”. Notably, the term “3-D 

bioprinting of tissue/organ” is different from another term called “3-D bioprinting”; “3-D bioprinting” 

is a more general terminology referring to all applications of 3-D printing technology in the biological/

medical fields. “3-D bioprinting of tissue/organ” focus on the fabrication of tissue/ogran using 3-D 

printing technology, and is the specific scope of interest in this thesis.

 In 3-D bioprinting of tissue/organ, µMTs are assembled into arbitrary shaped 3-D macro tissues by 

Fig. 1.2 Various types of bioprinting methods: laser-induced forward transfter genenrates laser pulse 

to form micro sized droplet for stacking up; inkjet printing generate local heating or peizo pressure to 

eject micro sized droplet for stacking up; robot dispensing use penmatic, piston or screw to push liquids 

forward to form strands for stacking up. © 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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depositing and stacking up µMTs under computer control. As a proof of the applicability and versatility 

of the printing based approach, various types of printing systems have been implemented (Fig. 1.2)[31], 

such as inkjet/laser based systems to print point-shaped cell suspended droplets[32]–[35], extrusion 

based systems to print point-shaped tissue spheroids[17], [36] or line-shaped cellular filaments [18], 

[19], [37], and digital micromirror device (DMD) based systems to print patterned cellular sheets[38]–

[40]. Using these printing systems, various kinds of µMTs can be assembled into macro-sized tissues 

efficiently with automatic computer control. In addition, the fabrication of tissue constructs with 

anatomical shape[10] or heterogeneous constitution[11], [13], [38], [41], [42] was also demonstrated.

To summarize, 3-D bioprinting of tissue/organ is the field created upon the technical merging of 3-D 

printing technology with modular/bottom-up tissue engineering technology. By taking advantage of 

3-D printing tool-sets, it is possible to assemble the µMTs into macro sized 3-D tissues with beyond 

comparison shape/composition flexibility and spatial resolution.

1.2.2  Evaluation of existing methods for 3-D bioprinting of tissue/organ

As described in the previous section, there are various types of printing systems such as inkjet/laser 

based systems, extrusion based systems, digital micromirror device (DMD) based systems, etc. From a 

fabrication perspective, these printing system differs from each other in many aspects such as compatible 

material/ink types, material/ink preparation time, printing resolution, printing speed, viability, post-

printing maturation time, etc. Each system has its own advantages and drawbacks, depending on the 

different angles posted for the purpose of comparison. This section strives to find a proper set of angles 

for the comparison between the existing systems; through these angles, we comment on the achievements 

of the existing systems, and propose the common issues/problems that are not yet well-resolved.

The prevalence of extrusion-based methods

Many kinds of additive manufacturing methods have been adapted for bioprinting of tissue/organ, such 

as inkjet/laser based systems, extrusion based systems, and digital micromirror device (DMD) based 
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systems. Amongst the three major types of printing methods, the extrusion based method is the most 

prevalent for the purpose of fast prototyping of macro-sized constructs. 

 Table 1.1 summarized the major bioprinters that are commercially available and the type of them, it 

can be found out that most of the commercial available bioprinters adopted the extrusion-based methods. 

The reasons is as follow. First, the extrusion based method is capable of printing sub-millimeter (several 

hundreds of microns) sized features, which is suitable for fast prototyping of macro-sized constructs. 

On the contrary, though the inkjet-based and DMD based methods can achieve high printing resolution 

(even up to single cell size), printing a tissue construct of clinical-relevant size takes too long time; 

considering that the viability of cells drops as time goes on, the task for printing macro-sized tissue is 

nearly impossible. Second, the extrusion-based method is gentle to cells comparing to inkjet-based and 

DMD-based method. The condition of thermal or laser energy needed for the generation of droplets for 

the inkjet-based method and the condition of strong light-exposure needed for planar patterning for the 

DMD-based methods are generally harmful for cells. In comparison, the extrusion-based methods relies 

on gentle shear forces which is less harsh for cells to survive through the fabrication process.

Priniting method Model name Company Country Ref.

extrusion-based 3D-Bioplotter EnvisionTEC Germany [44]

[44]

[45]

[45]

[46]

[47, 48]

extrusion-based NovoGen MMX Organovo USA

extrusion-based 3DDiscovery RegenHU Switzerland

inkjet-based & 
extrusion-based Bio Factory RegenHU Switzerland

extrusion-based FABION 3D Bioprinting
 Solution

Russia

extrusion-based BioBot 1/2 BioBots USA

Table 1.1 A summary of the major commercial bioprinters for 3-D bioprinting of tissue/organ, their 

makers and the printing method they adopted.
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 Since the purpose of this thesis is to create macro-sized tissue construct, we focus only on the 

comparison in between extrusion-based methods.  Depending on type and number of the incorporated 

biomaterials/hydrogels,  the extrusion-based methods can be further categorized into single bio- ink 

method and multiple bio- inks based method. In the single bio- ink based method, only one-type of bio- 

ink is used for additive manufacturing. The usage of only one-type of bio- ink simplified the printer 

system, leading to fast build-up of bioprinters. However, the mechanical strength of the material which 

is essential for layer-by-layer stacking up has to compromise with the bio- compatibility of the materials; 

currently there is yet not a good practice which finds the best balance between the need for mechanical 

strength and bio- compatibility at the same time. In comparison, the multiple bio- inks based method 

print hybrid constructs of both bio- compatible materials and mechanical supporting materials. The 

different materials works for two different purposes; the bio- compatible materials are generally mixed 

with cells to facilitate cell proliferation and phenotype expression, while the mechanical supporting 

materials provide the structural strength both during the layer-by-layer stacking up and after the additive 

manufacturing. In addition, a third type of bio- inks called fugitive inks can also be deposited in the 

hybrid constructs; after printing, the fugitive inks can be removed to create hollow structure to mimic 

blood vessels and provide perfusion culture compatibility[13], [42]. Due to the need for multiple nozzles 

to deposit multiple materials, nozzle switching system with precise alignment is necessary to perform 

multiple bio- inks based bioprinting; such requirements increases the complexity of the printer system 

with additional development costs, the printing time is also increased due to frequent switching of the 

depositing nozzles. 

The emerging of microfluidics based approaches

Recently, another type of extrusion based method which utilizes a microfluidic device as the printhead 

emerges and draws many research attentions[11], [49]–[52]. Currently the major material that has been 

used for this method is alginate. Alginate is a natural seaweed derived polysaccharide which crosslinks 

reversibly; sodium alginate gel precursor crosslinks into alginate hydrogel upon mixing with cationic 
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aqueous solutions (such as Ca2+, Ba2+ ions containing solutions); the alginate hydrogel could be de-

crosslinked by chelating the cationic ions[53]. Microfluidic device featured with co-axial channel 

configuration is very suitable for delivering cations to sodium alginate precursors, which enables the fast 

prototyping of alginate fiber based 3-D constructs[49]. The reversible crosslinking property of alginate 

also makes it a useful templating material for 3-D bioprinting, by mixing the sodium alginate with other 

crosslinkable hydrogels such as GelMA, interpenetrated polymer network (IPN) can be created during 

the bioprinting process, after the IPN formation, alginate could be selectively removed effectively[11]. 

The major advantage of the microfluidics based approach is the low viscosity of the bio- inks, since 

the crosslinking of the hydrogel only happens at the very tip of the microfluidic printhead, the pressure 

drop on the whole tubing path along which the bio- inks are delivered can be drastically decreased; such 

decrease in pressure enables fast fluidic response and makes it possible to load higher density of cells 

inside comparing to the viscous bio- inks used for non-microfluidics based approaches.

Bio- ink formula: “cell-printing” and “tissue-printing” 

Just as mentioned previously, the bio- ink used for bioprinting of tissue/organ is composed of 

biomaterials and living cells. For the extrusion-based bioprinting, currently there are two major types 

of bio- inks: cell spheroids/strands and cell suspension within biomaterials (mostly hydrogels). For 

simplicity of description, we name the cell spheroids/strands “tissue-ink” and the cell suspension with 

biomaterials “cell-ink”; the relative printing methods using “tissue-ink” or “cell-ink” is thus referred to 

as “tissue-printing” and “cell-printing” in this thesis (Fig. 1.3). 

 Tissue-inks are prepared based on the principle of self-assembly. The key to boost-up the process 

of self-assembly is to create a culture condition under which cells cannot attach to a biomaterials 

surface and are forced into contact with each other[26].  Cell spheroids can be prepared using practical 

techniques such as hanging-drop cultures[56], [57], micro-well condensations[58], [59], microfluidic 

droplet encapsulation[60] etc. Due to the high-throughput possibility of these methods, feasible spheroid 

generation platforms have been developed not only in labs but also commercialized. Cell strands can be 
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prepared by collecting cell pellets (i.e. cell sediments after centrifugation) and injecting them into semi-

permeable tubes, upon culture, the cell-cell contacts will be established to thus a handleable/printable 

strand-like structure[18], [19]. The major advantage of using the cell spheroids/strands as bio- inks is 

that: (1) since the cells are condensed in order to facilitate cell-cell contacts, the cell density of the bio- 

inks is generally high; (2) ECMs are secreted by the cells themselves, which could potentially cut the 

fabrication cost since ECMs are generally expensive. Preparation of the cell spheroids/strands takes from 

several days to more than a week.

 Instead of forming tissue-inks, a more straight forward method for bio- ink preparation is to directly 

mix cells with other biomaterials to form the so-called “cell-inks”. Several advantages of this method 

is as follow. Firstly, it can drastically shorten the bio- ink preparation time, the process only involves 

recollecting of cells from dishes and simple mixing of cell pellets with other biomaterials. Secondly, the 

material properties of the bio- inks could be tailored for various purposes; mechanical property could 

be strengthened for improved printability and fidelity[61], rheological properties such as low intrinsic 

viscosity[11] or shear-thinning[41] could decrease cell damage during bio- ink extrusion, capability of 

preloading chemical cues (such as growth factors) controlled cell proliferation and differentiation[54], 

etc.  The major drawback of this method is that most of the printed materials are stiff to facilitate layer-

by-layer stackability, which will result in low cell density (Table 1.2) and restrained cell migration and 

cell-cell contacts. 

Fig. 1.3 Different types of bio- inks and their relative printing methods and images of cellular constructs 

right after printing and after postprinting maturation. © 2009 Elsevier, © Ozbolat. et al. © 2015 WILEY-

VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim, © Cho et al., © 2016 Elsevier.

他者の著作権に関わる図版を使用しているため，本図を非公開とする．
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Bio- ink type
Cell density 

(cells per mL) Suspension Material Ref.

cell-ink 1×106
1% (w/v) alginate, 10% (w/v) gelatin and 0.513, 

0.615, 0.82, and 1.025mg/ml collagen [15]

cell-ink 5.25×106
Sodium alginate 4% w/v

[12]

tissue-ink 2×106  *

* cell concentration of 2×106, 4×106 and 8×106 are tested, most experiments were performed with 2×106. 

**** cell concentration of 0.1×106 to 10×106 are tested, most experiments were performed with 2×106. 

** 2×108 is the cell concentration of the cell strands, while HUVECs of 1×107 is also used.

*** 5×106 for Human AFSCs, 4×107 for Rabbit ear chondrocytes, 3×106 for C2C12.

2%, 4% and 6% sodium alginate
[8]

tissue-ink 2×108  **
N/A

[62]

tissue-ink 100% cellular
N/A

[37]

cell-ink 5×106
alginate

[63]

cell-ink 4×107
3 mg/mL hyaluronic acid, 35 mg/mL gelatin, 

and 25 mg/mL �brinogenin [64]

cell-ink 5×106  ***
35 or 45 or 35 mg/ml Gelation, 20 mg/ml 
Fibrinogen, 3 mg/ml HA, 10% v/v Glycerol [10]

cell-ink 2×106 ****
7.5 wt/vol% gelatin and 10 mg/mL �brinogen

[42]

cell-ink 1×107
4% w/v alginate, 4.5% w/v GelMA, 0.2% w/v 

photoinitiator, in water-HEPES-FBS [11]

cell-ink 2×106
PEGX(polyethylene glycol(PEG) ending in two 

reactive groups), gelatin [14]

tissue-ink 100% cellular
N/A

[18]

Table 1.2  Summary of the bio-ink type, cell density  and the material compostion of representative 3-D 

bioprinting of tissue/organ works.
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Time schedule of the 3-D bioprinting of tissue/organ

Though the name of 3-D bioprinting of tissue/organ inherited the word “printing” from the traditional 

paper printing technology, there is apparently many differences between these two. One of the key 

difference is the time schedule of the printings decided by their workflows. The traditional workflow 

of paper printing starts from transmitting printing data to the printer, followed by the deposition of inks 

onto paper performed by the printer under computer control, and finally after a short time (less than a 

few seconds) for the inks to dry up, the printed paper is ready for use. In comparison, the workflow of 

the 3-D bioprinting of tissue/organ is different majorly in the following two aspects. First, unlike the 

ink/toner used for paper printing which is commercially available and can be stored for years, the bio- 

ink used for bioprinting of tissue/organ is composed of biomaterials and living cells, which have to 

be prepared freshly immediately before printing to maintain their biological activity and viability; the 

preparation time of the bio- ink takes from a few hours to weeks. Second, after the printing, the 3-D 

tissue construct has to undergo a post-printing maturation process in which the printed cells proliferate 

and build cell-cell/cell-ECM contact or the printed microscale tissues fuse together[65]; this process 

generally takes days to weeks, or even months. The post-printing maturation time is also dependent on 

the goal of application. For the recreation of loosely cellularized tissues/organs (such as bones, cartilages 

and skins), the post-printing time might be short or even negligible; for the recreation of densely 

cellularized tissues/organs (such as livers, kidneys and hearts), the post-printing time might take weeks 

or even desperately long.

1.3  Current challenges

By checking out the final cell density and fabrication time of the representative works in the field of 

bioprinting, a technical mapping summarizing these works could be found in Fig. 1.4. As shown, the 

cell-printing works appears in the region where the final cell density is low while the fabrication time is 

short; on the contrary, the tissue-printing works appears in the region where the final cell density is high 

while the fabrication time is long. For the purpose of rapid creation of high density tissue constructs, 
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methods which can fabricate high cell density in a short time is highly expected.

 The reason that caused the current technical limitations is as shown in Fig. 1.5. For the purpose of 

printing tissue constructs with native tissue-like cell density, it is favorable that the initial cell density 

be as high as native tissues. Comparing the two major types of printing methods (i.e. cell-printing 

and tissue-printing), tissue-printing could achieve much higher cell density. However, the preparation 

time for cell spheroids/strands takes long time (from days to weeks). In addition, the cost to prepare 

cell spheroids/strands is also not negligible, since specially designed culture systems are needed. On 

the contrary, the step of ink preparation for cell-printing is both cost- and time- effective, the cell-

inks could be prepared by collecting centrifuged pellets and simply mixing them with biomaterials 

using pipettes. The problem for the cell-printing method is as follow. First, the initial cell density is 

limited due to the generally high viscosity of the biomaterials. The static viscosity of the polymer is 

essential for maintaining the structure integrity of printed layers, since the polymer gelation is slow and 

generally takes long time. The high viscosity of the inks will demand high extrusion pressure, which is 

generally harmful for the cells. Second, the biomaterials needs to be stiff to provide mechanical strength 

during printing, yet the stiffness of the biomaterials generally hinders cell proliferation, migration 

and phenotype expression. Matrix stiffness is an important regulator for the proliferation, migration 

and phenotype expression of cells[66], [67]. Not specifically for the goal of bioprinting, many works 

have been conducted to find out the relationship of cell behaviour to matrix materials[68]. Some of 

the researches indicated that the increased matrix stiffness either facilitates or hinders the proliferation 

or migration of cells, depending on the type of cells and ECMs used for investigation. However, the 

stiffness range of these previous discussions is quite narrow (generally < 1 kP) and which is not the case 

when discussing the material stiffness for bioprinting. Practically for bioprinting, the material stiffness is 

generally tuned to be greater than 10-15 kPa[69]; in this stiffness range, the high polymer fractions can 

be debilitating to cells, preventing spreading, migration, and proliferation, and therefore, are not ideal 

candidates for cell-laden constructs[11], [14]. As a brief summary, the illustration on the fabrication window 

of current biofabrication technology can be found out in the inset of Fig. 1.5, which described the existing 
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contradiction between shape fidelity and material cell compatibility [31]. 

1.4  Proposed method and its application

1.4.1  Proposed method: cell fiber printing

This thesis propose to manufacture high density tissue construct by additively depositing cell fibers. Cell 

fiber (Fig. 1.6) is a thin (approximately 100 µm) and finely handleable cellular construct which exhibit 

tissue morphologies and functions[20]. Cell fiber is fabricated by first generating a core/shell cell-laden 

hydrogel microfiber using double co-axial microfluidic device; the core of the hydrogel microfiber is 

cell suspension (1×107~3×108 cells/mL) with collagen; the shell of the hydrogel microfiber is calcium 

alginate, a bio-inert polysaccharide with fine mechanical strength and semi permeability. Within culture, 
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Fig. 1.4 Technical mapping of current bioprinting works in terms of the cell density and total 

fabrication time. The cell-printing and tissue-printing works appears in the region where either the final 

cell density is low or the fabrication time is long; new technologies for rapid creation of high density 

tissue constructs shall be expected.
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nutrients and oxygens penetrate through the calcium alginate shell and reaches cells in the core; cells in 

the core proliferate, build cell-cell contacts and finally forms into cellular constructs; finally, the calcium 

alginate is removed by de-crosslinking. By printing the cell fiber, the current challenge described in the 

previous section can be addressed since: (1) short ink preparation time (< 1 day) can be achieved; (2) 

high cell density tissue construct can be created with tissue-like morphology and function. 

 To form the cell fiber, three kind of bio- inks will be used: cell/collagen mixture (> 6×107 cells per 

mL), sodium alginate aqueous solution and calcium chloride aqueous solution. Unlike the multi- nozzle 

approach which deposit multiple types of bio- inks separately, a microfluidic based approach is adopted 

to simultaneously print the three types of bio- inks in co-axial configuration. Upon the crosslinking 

of sodium alginate into calcium alginate, hydrogel microfibers with cell/collagen mixture as its core 
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Fig. 1.5 The comparison between the cell-printing methods and tissue-printing methods: their detailed 

processes and relative disadvantages. © 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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encapsulated in calcium alginate shell will be formed during printing. Due to the low stiffness of collagen 

(2 mg/mL) and high initial cell density, the cells encapsulated in the core region of the microfibers are 

expected to maturate into densely cellularized cell fibers within several days upon culture. With the 

intensive cell-cell contacts reconstructed in the cell fibers, native tissue-like morphology and function 

will be achieved. 

 Currently, there is yet no commercial available bioprinter which is capable of printing cell fibers. 

This thesis plans to start from the construction of a bioprinter with the capability of printing cell 

fibers. To construct the bioprinter, several components of it will be originally designed, including the 

microfluidic printhead for the generation of core/shell hydrogel microfibers on-a-fly, and the syringe-

Fig. 1.6 The cell fiber technology. The cell fibers are created by first generationg cell-laden core/shell 

hydrogel microfibers, with cell/ECM mixture encapsulated in the core region of the microfibers. With 

cell culture, cells are able to proliferate and maturate into densely cellularized fiber shpaed tissues. © 

2013 Macmillan Publishers Limited.
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vacuum substrate for the smooth and feasible deposition of the microfibers. Besides the microfluidic 

printhead and the syringe-vacuum substrate, commercially available motor stage and syringe pump 

will be adopted and installed. With all its components ready, the bioprinter for cell fiber printing will 

be finally assembled and tested. Using the bioprinter, optimized set of parameters for stable printing of 

core/shell hydrogel microfibers will be established. Then, we will demonstrate the printing of cell fibers 

and investigate the printed constructs in detail regarding its dimensional parameters and the ability of 

forming cell fibers upon culture.

1.4.2  The application of the cell fiber printing technology

As shown in Fig. 1.8, the cell fiber based macroscopic, dense and porous tissue construct is expected to 

have in-vivo tissue like high cell density with intensive cell-cell contacts, it has the potential of benefiting 

the pharmaceutical industry by providing in-vitro tissue samples for early stage drug screening[70]–[72]. 

Another possible application of the cell fiber based tissue construct is to use it as implantation graft for 

Core:
cells + ECM

Cell 
proliferation

Cell-cell 
contact 

formation

Shell:
Ca-alginate

Approach 
Printing multicellular �brous 
tissue construct (cell �ber)
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Rapid high cell-density 
printing
=> cell �ber formation in 
4~5 days

Fig. 1.7 A schematic illustration of the cell fiber printing technology. By printing cell fibers, rapid 

construction of highly densed tissue construct can be fabricated within 4~5 days.
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treating organ-failure related diseases. Specifically, this thesis will target on proofing the potential of 

using HepG2 (a human liver cancer cell line) cell fiber based tissue construct as short-term implantation 

graft for treating acute liver failure disease. The fact that liver failure constitutes a life-threatening 

condition and can, in most cases, only be overcome by orthotopic liver transplantation, lead to the 

development of various artificial and bioartificial liver support devices[73]. Some of the liver disease 

such as fulminant hepatic failure (FHF) generally runs a rapid course with high mortality rate. The 

treatment of such diseases relies on liver transplantation within 72 hours[74], however, the waiting time 

for searching liver donors is generally longer. Here, we propose to use the hepatocytes cell fiber based 

tissue constructs as an implantable artificial organ to bridge the 72 hours vacancy until the transplantable 

liver is available.  HepG2 cell pertains some specific liver functions, such as human albumin secretion. 

After checking the function of printed HepG2 cells for the proof-of-concept, other hepatocyte cell 

lines could be used in the future for printing hepatocyte cell fibers with various types of liver specific 

functions besides albumin secretion.

 In experiment, we will print thick (i.e. 12 layers) HepG2 cell fiber based tissue construct with its 

size chosen as ca. 15mm×15mm×2mm. The thick tissue construct is supposed to contain higher amount 

of functional cells within a limited surface area for implantation; during implantation, an abdominal 

incision will be opened on the mouse body for the purpose of implantation, normally the length of 

this incision is smaller than 2~3 cm for laboratory mouses. Before implantation, the in-vitro albumin 

secretion of the printed tissue construct will be assessed by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). 

Then, the HepG2 cell fiber based tissue like construct will be implanted into the abdomen of severe 

combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mouse for 3 days. The mechanical integrity of the cell fiber based 

tissue constructs will be evaluated during the implantation to find out whether it is easy to implant and 

retrieve with minimum cell leakages. The cell viability will be evaluated after 72 hours of implantation. 

1.4.3  Development road map for cell fiber based printing technology

As apparent as it is literally, the ultimate goal for bioprinting of tissue/ogran is to reconstruct native-like 

functional organs. The development towards the final goal is as shown in Fig. 1.9. At the initial stage, 
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technological developments are concentrated on enabling the printing of cells and maintain the viability 

of cells; at this stage, the cell density can be achieved is low and the printed constructs are almost 

homogeneous (i.e. with only one cell type). In the next stage, the focus is to enable the heterogeneous 

and high density printing of cells. Cell fiber printing technology developed in this work is the first 

substage with the goal of enabling high density printing of cells, the next substage is to develop methods 

for printing heterogenous structures. The following stage is the incorporation of vasculature inside the 

printed tissue. Then, at the final stage, efforts will be taken to further enhance to shape and size control 

to create artificial organs with anatomically correct shape and morphology.

 Specifically, for the cell fiber based printing strategy, the cell fiber printing technology developed 

in this thesis will be the first and foundational step towards the ultimate goal of building densely 

cellularized tissues(Fig. 1.10). Based on the technology developed in this thesis, further developments on 

both the printing system and the relative culture system can be expected. Regarding the printing system: 

first, the ability to print hollow fibers with endothelial cells encapsulated in the core region will have 

the potential to enable lumen structure reconstruction in the cell fiber based tissue construct; second, 

In-vitro tissue 
model for 
drug-screening

Tissue morphology
Tissue function

Implantation
graft

Fig. 1.8 The cell fiber based macroscopic, dense and porous tissue construct is potentially useful as in-

vitro tissue model for drug-screening and implantation graft as functional substitute for damaged tissue.
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microfluidic fluid switching techniques could be integrated to enable the fabrication of heterogeneous 

cell fiber based construct with multiple types of cell fibers deposited with precise spatial control; 

O2
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Fig. 1.10 Developement road map for the cell fiber based printing technology to achieve vascularized, 

heterogeneous and perfusable tissue. The efforts shall be devided into two sub-categories: (1) advanced 

printing system to integrate more functionalities to the printhead such as fluid switching; (2) culture 

system to develop bioreactors for active perfusion of the construct.
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finally, the combination of these two technology is able to fabricate heterogeneous tissue constructs 

with capillary vessel networks. Alongside the development of printing system, the culture system 

development is also essentially important. Bioreactors with controlled oxygen delivery and the capability 

of perfusing the cell fiber based constructs will further increase the maturation speed of the cell fibers; 

in addition, the inletting and outletting system of the bioreactor actually mimics the major blood vessels 

which connect internal organs to circulation system, thus will facilitate the practical usages of the in-

vitro reconstructed tissues such as for implantation purposes. 

1.4.4  Towards clinically application of cell fiber based implantation graft 

In this thesis, the proof-of-concept experiments of using the cell fiber based tissue construct as 

implantation graft is conducted. Based on the proof-of-concept work in this thesis, further developments 

towards real application of using the printed tissue constructs as implantation graft can be expected. 

 For practical application, several improvements on the technique is required. 

 First, the size of the printed construct should be able to scale up further to encapsulate more amount 

of cells, in order to be applied for larger animals comparing to mouse. While increasing the size of the 

construct, the mass transfer effect shall be taken into consideration to guide the shape optimization of the 

construct.

 Second, other types of hepatocytes should be adopted to replace HepG2 cells which are used in 

this thesis; as a cancer derived cell, HepG2 cell exhibit abnormal liver functions comparing to normal 

hepatocytes, the encapsulation of normal hepatocyte is expected to create tissue constructs with more 

native liver functions. In addition, liver tissue is generally composed of both parenchymal (functional) 

and stromal (structural) cells in a mixed coexistent manner; such coexistence is essential for the function 

promotion of liver tissue. In future works, the parenchymal/stromal coexistence should be adopted for 

the cell fiber based constrcut by adpoting hepatocyte and stromal cells mixture as the cellular ink.

 Third, foreign body react which will attack the implanted tissue graft shall be attenuated for longer 

survival of cells in the implanted graft. As shown in Fig. 1.11, the foreign body react will recruit immune 
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cells to adhesive on the surface of the alginate fiber based constructs, eventually causing the cells to die 

inside the central area of the fiber. Adjusting the surface chemistry of the alginate fiber which is used 

to encapsulate cells can be a possible method to attenuate the immune attack due to foreign body react. 

For the clinically application of the cell fiber based construct, methods for surface coating of anti- cell 

adhesive polymers (such as 2-Methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) polymer, etc.) shall be 

developed. 

Anti-cell adhesive 
coating (MPC polymer, etc.)

Central necrosis

Time of implantation

Time of implantation

No modi�cation:

With modi�cation:

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.11 The foreign body react can be attenuated by modifying surface chemistry of the alginate fibers. 

(a) without modification, immune cells will gradually adhesive onto the fibers and causes cells to die 

inside due to lack of mass transfer; (b) with modification, cell adhesion can be attenuated, thus enabling 

longer implantation time.
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1.5  Thesis outline

This thesis is composed of 5 chapters.

Chapter 1 describes the objective and significance of this research, introduces the background 

knowledges and previous works. The current challenge will be proposed upon analyzing previous works. 

Then, the proposed method in this work will be described.

Chapter 2 describes the construction of the bioprinter. The theory, design, fabrication and bench test of 

each key component of the bioprinter will be covered in details.

Chapter 3 describes the printing process, as well as the results of bioprinting w/o and w/ cells. Post-print 

culture of the cell-laden fiber based constructs will be further described. 

Chapter 4 describes the application of the cell fiber based constructs.

Chapter 5 summarizes this thesis and provides future outlooks.
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C h a p t e r  2  
T h e  c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  

t h e  b i o p r i n t e r  f o r  c e l l  
f i b e r  p r i n t i n g

This chapter describes the theoretical consideration, the actual design and the implementation of 

the bioprinter. First, the system composition of the bioprinter will be introduced, followed by 

detailed description on each components of the bioprinter. Then, the actual design and fabrication of each 

component will be described in details, with results and analysis of the bench tests for each component.

2.1　System composition of the bioprinter

As shown in Fig. 2.1, the bioprinter is composed of (1) microfluidic printhead, (2) vacuum substrate, 

(3) 3-axis linear motor stage,  (4) multi-syringe pump and the relative mechanical clamping (such as 

printhead fixation board, manual rotational stage) and fluidic tubing systems. The microfluidic printhead 

is capable of generating microfibers with core/shell configuration on-a-fly. The vacuum substrate is 

the key for smooth and feasible deposition of the microfibers generated by the microfluidic printhead. 

The 3-axis linear motor, onto which the microfluidic printhead is fixed, is used to automatically  move 

the microfluidic printhead in three dimensions under computer programmed control. The multi-syringe 
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pump generates injection flows into the microfluidic printhead, as well as the ejection flow that generates 

vacuum for the vacuum substrate. During the printing process, all components cooperate automatically 

under computer control, in order to provide precise deposition of microfibers into complex patterns.

2.2　Microfluidic printhead

The microfluidic printhead is a kind of microfluidic flow focusing device, which is capable of forming 

co-axial flow patterns for the generation of threads. Here in this section, a brief review on the working 

principle and fabrication of the flow focusing device used for hydrogel microfiber formation will be 

given. The specifically requirements for using the microfluidic device as the printhead of the bioprinter 

will be discussed. Based on the comparison between each device fabrication methods, stereolithography 

based method is chosen to create the microfluidic printhead for the bioprinter proposed in this 

thesis. Detailed design and fabrication will be described in this section. Then, evaluation tests of the 

microfluidic printhead will be performed with a focus on the fiber spinning stability, fiber diameter 

control, core/shell mixing and fiber spinning velocity. 

2.2.1　Microfluidic flow focusing for hydrogel microfiber spinning
Just as mentioned before, the microfluidic printhead is a kind of microfluidic flow focusing device. 

Flow focusing (a.k.a. hydrodynamic focusing) is a technique used for creating jets at extremely small 

scales[75]. In flow focusing, a central fluid stream is generated by confining it using a surrounding fluid 

stream. Amongst the many application of flow focusing technique, microfluidic flow focusing uses 

microfabrication tools to create microscale flow focusing. 

 When working with microfluidic flow focusing device, two or more fluids are introduced and 

combined inside the device. The part of the microfluidic channel at where different stream combines is 

called junction channel.The key to generate flow focusing in microfluidics is to have proper junction 

channel geometry. T-shaped or co-axial cylindrical shaped channel geometries are the major types for 

generating flow focusing. T-shaped channels are consisted of a central channels with two symmetrically 
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arranged sheath channels on its sides; co-axial cylindrical channels are consisted of two cylindrical 

channels with their axis aligned on the same position.

 With microfluidic flow focusing, micro droplets/emulsions can be generated with high size-

uniformity[76]; in addition, chemical reaction mechanisms can be combined with microfluidic flow 

focusing to enable microfiber synthesis[77]–[81]. Amongst the many materials used for microfiber 

synthesis, hydrogel attracted many research attentions due to its high potential for biomedical 

applications[23], [82].  

2.2.2　Requirements on the microfluidic device for printing purpose  
In the previous section, the basic working principle and application of the microfluidic flow focusing 

device is introduced. However, most of the current microfluidic devices are used for the purpose of 

spinning fibers either in a liquid bath or being collected on a spool, none has been used for printing 

purposes. Special considerations should be given for using the microfluidic flow focusing devices 

as printhead for the bioprinter. Table 2.1 summarized the two major technical requirements for the 

microfluidic flow focusing devices to be used as microfluidic printhead, detailed discussions are as 

follow. 

 First, since the time duration of the printing task is generally long, the continuous stable flow 

formation during the printing process is highly required. To satisfy such requirement, fluid channels 

with circular geometry and three dimensional configuration is necessary; it has been shown in previous 

reports that circular channel shows higher flow pattern stability and less clogging[83]. 

Stable laminar �ow formation 3D �uidic channel geometry

Precise outlet length (Lout) control

Requirements Design features

Precise gelation control

Table 2.1 Technical requirements for the microfluidic printhead and the relative design features to satisfy 

the requirements.
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 Second, the gelation control of the microfluidic device needs to be very precise. Considering the 

printing scenarios as shown in Fig. 2.2, the chemical crosslinking of the hydrogel is triggered at the 

junction channel inside the microfluidic printhead. As the flow travels inside microfluidic device from 

the junction channel to the outlet, the completeness of gelation gradually increases. The completeness of 

gelation at the outlet is affected by several parameters such as the concentration of hydrogel precursor 

and crosslinkers, as well as the crosslinking time. The crosslinking time is further decided by the 

flowrates of the fluids and the outlet length Lout (defined as the length from the junction point to the 

outlet). To achieve the proper completeness of gelation for optimized printing performance, all the 

parameters have to be well-tuned. Amongst all the parameters that affect the completeness of gelation, 

the concentration of fluids and flowrates can be flexibly tuned; yet the crosslinking time is difficult to 

tune since the changing of outlet length Lout requires changing of the microfluidic device. Moreover, 

since there are risks that the printhead will be broken due to occasionally wrong printhead movements 

during printing, the replacing printhead is better to be exactly the same comparing to the original one; if 

the Lout of the replacing printhead varies a lot comparing to the original ones, all parameters relating to 

the completeness of gelation have to be tuned again, which is extremely time-consuming. In addition, 

the printable zone (regarding alginate and calcium ion concentration) can be shifted by changing outlet 

length. Due to the above reasons, the precise control on Lout of the printhead during printhead fabrication 

Fig. 2.2 The schematic of precise gelation contorl in the microfluidic printhead using outlet length 

Lout and its impact on the actual printing scenarios. (a) schematic illustration of the printhead during 

printing, the dashed box highlighted the part of fluidic channel where gelation of alginate fibers happens. 

(b) Gelation completeness of the fiber at the printhead outlet increase with increased Lout, due to the 

increased travelling time of fibers in the printhead. (c) Impacts of various fiber gelation completeness at 

outlet: low gelation completeness results in soft fibers which will be easily squeezed thin due to vacuum 

down force; proper gelation completeness results in printable fibers; high gelation completeness results 

in stiff fibers which easily stick to printhead inner walls and cause clogging. (d) and (e) Schematically 

illustration showing the shifting of printable zone with the varying printhead outlet length.

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする
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is highly required.

 Currently, the approaches for fabricating the microfluidic flow focusing devices can be categorized 

as photolithography based[76], [84], [85], glass capillary based[20], [86] and stereolithography 

based[78], [87]. Photolithography based approach leverages the power of lithography techniques used 

for microelectronics fabrication to create quasi-planar patterns with given thickness, which is suitable for 

the fabrication of T-shaped junction channels. Glass capillary based approach utilized the assembly of 

pre-extruded micro glass pipettes/capillaries to create co-axial cylindrical channels. As described before, 

due to the improved stability of laminar flow pattern in the co-axial cylindrical channels comparing 

to it in the T-shaped channels, the glass capillary based approach is more favorable for microfluidic 

hydrogel fiber synthesis. However, the glass capillary based approach relies on manual assembly of 

glass capillaries, which might results in bad axial alignments. Moreover, the manual insertion of the 

glass capillaries into each other makes it impossible to control outlet length Lout , which is the important 

parameter for the purpose of microfiber printing. 

 Comparing to photolithography and glass capillary based approaches, the stereolithography 

technology provides new opportunities for flow focusing device fabrication. The stereolithography 

based fabrication approach fabricates three dimensional geometry pattern in a layer-by-layer fashion, as 

shown in Fig. 2.3. It can fabricate three dimensional co-axial cylindrical channels in a one-step manner 

with precise geometry control; in addition, multiple production of devices in one batch is also possible. 

Previously, stereolithography based methods have been used to fabricate flow focusing device for droplet 

generation/synthesis[78], [87].

 To briefly summarize this section, it can be concluded that microfluidic printhead should: (1) be able 

to generate stable laminar flow with minimum clogging; (2) have precise control over its outlet length 

(Lout). As shown in Fig. 2.3, device fabrication technologies such as photolithography-based methods and 

glass capillary based methods failed to fulfill such requirements; in comparison, the stereolithography 

based methods is a more suitable choice. Therefore, in this thesis, the stereolithography based method is 

adopted to fabricate the flow focusing device for generating microfibers. The device is then integrated 
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into the bioprinter as its printhead.

2.2.3　Stereolithography-based printhead: design and fabrication
A commercial stereolithography prototyping machine (Perfactory, EnvisionTec, Germany) is used in 

creating the printhead. The workflow of the prototyping starts from 3-D modeling of the printhead 

using commercial computer aided design (CAD) software (Rhinoceros, McNeel); the 3-D model is 

exported into .stl format and post-processed to get rid of bad vertex and edges (Magics, EnvisionTec, 

Germany); the post-processed file is then transformed into .job file, which contains the layers of photo 

masks for photo-crosslinking the resin with their height settings; the .job file is then transferred to the 

stereolithography machine to perform the fabrication.

Outlet length resolution
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Onoe et al. [20]

Cubaud et al. [85]

Fig. 2.3 Comparison of current availabe techniques for microfluidic printhead fabrication in terms of 

channel geometry and outlet length resolution.
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 The design of the printhead is as shown in Fig. 2.5. As shown in the schematic on the top-left, 

schematically, the printhead is composed of three cone-shaped nozzles arranged in a co-axial fashion. 

The outlet of the first nozzle is inserted into the second nozzle, which enables the 1st level flow focusing 

to generate core/shell flow pattern of core and shell fluids. The outlet of the second nozzle is then 

inserted into the final nozzle, which enables the 2nd level flow focusing at where chemical crosslinking 

of sodium alginate in the shell fluid is triggered upon mixing with calcium ions in the sheath fluids; the 

length of the final nozzle controls the time of crosslinking, which decide the crosslinking completeness 

of the shell fluid at the outlet of the printhead. As indicated by the arrows in the front view and right 

view, the cone-shaped nozzles are designed just like in the schematics, the first and the second nozzle 

diameter is designed to be 0.3 mm, the wall thickness of the nozzle is designed to be 0.1 mm,  which 

is close to the smallest feature the machine could fabricate; the outlet diameter of the final nozzle is 

designed into multiple versions with size ranges of 0.6 ~ 1 mm and 1.65 ~ 20 mm. As indicated in the 

top-down view, quadro symmetric fluid delivery design is adopted, the fluid (shell fluid, in this sectional 

view) is introduced from the single barbed style inlet, and separated into two major branches and finally 

to the four minor branches; such design will facilitate the fast and symmetric formation of the focusing 

Fig. 2.4 Working principle of stereolithography[87]. A digital-mirror-device (DMD) projector 

generate patterned exposure to photoreactive resin, thereby solidfying thin patterned layers additively © 

Copyright 2011 IOP Publishing.
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Fig. 2.5 The design model of the stereolithography based microfluidic printhead. (a) cross-section 

scheme of the fluidic channels; (b-e) front, right, top-down and perspective view of the printhead model. 
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fluid, shortening the distance needed for flow pattern stabilization. As indicated in the right view, the 

two inlets for shell and sheath fluids are designed in barbed style to facilitate easy connection with 

silicone tubes, the inlet for the core fluid is designed as a cylindrical hole with its axis aligned on the 

axial line of co-axial nozzles; due to limitation of stereolithography machine, barbed style is not adopted 

for core inlet, tubing of the core fluid will be accomplished by gluing teflon tubes to the inlet hole using 

adhesives. 

 Two different kinds of photo curable resin, R11 and HTM (EnvisionTec, Germany) are available for 

the stereolithography machine. Upon exposure to light, R11 resin cures into translucent red solids, HTM 

resin cures into nearly opaque green solids. Due to its optical feature, R11 resin is chosen to fabricate 

printhead for easy visualization of the fluid channels inside the printhead. However, the fabrication 

time it takes for R11 resin is much longer for HTM resin, hence HTM resin is used for fast prototyping 

of different printhead designs when the visualization of the fluid channels inside the printhead is not a 

necessity. The device right after stereolithography prototyping is as shown in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7; the 

array of printheads in the figures are attached to the base-plate. After detaching the printheads using knife 

and tweezer,the remnant resins are subsequently washed out using isopropyl alcohol (IPA) under gentle 

sonication. To check out the status of the microchannels inside and to avoid remnant resin which might 

cause clogs, IPA is then infused through the two barbed style inlets; the fabrication yield of the device is 

about 60 ~ 70%, most of the failure occurs due to clogging of channels, which is supposed to be caused 

by strong light exposures. After the IPA infusion, 100% ethanol is subsequently infused through the two 

barbed style inlets. Then, the devices are soaked inside 100% ethanol under gentle sonication. Finally, 

the printhead is collected in petri dishes and allowed to dry up overnight. On the next day, the printheads 

are coated with Parylene C to increase the hydrophobicity of the printhead surface and restrain potential 

leakage of toxic materials into fluids when performing bioprinting[88]. The zoomed-in photo of a 

printhead with parylene C coating with 0.6 mm outlet diameter and 1.65 mm outlet length is as shown in 

Fig. 2.8; with proper illumination, the microchannels inside is clearly visible. 

2.2.4　Printhead bench tests: core/shell fiber spinning in water bath
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Fig. 2.6 The microfluidic printhead with short printhead fabricated in an array using R11 resin.

Fig. 2.7 The microlfuici printhead with various outlet length fabricated using R11 resin. 
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Before using the printhead for bioprinting, several bench test are essential to evaluate the performance of 

the microfluidic printhead. The questions remained to be answered are: 

 (1) Is the stereolithography-based printhead capable of spinning microfiber just like the soft-

lithography based and capillary based device? 

 (2) How is the stability of the core/shell fluid pattern during the fiber spinning? 

 (3) Is it able to control the geometry features of the fluid patterns? 

 (4) How much does the core/shell fluids mix during the spinning process? 

 (5) Is it able to control the spinning velocity of the core/shell microfibers?

 To find out the answers, an experimental setup, which is able to perform high-speed imaging of 

the fiber generation process, is conceived and realized for the bench tests, as shown in Fig. 2.9. The 

printhead is fixed with its nozzle arranged vertically downward onto a manually 3-axis stage (Narishige 

Group, Japan). The outlet of the printhead is either dipped into water bath or exposed in air. All fluids 

are infused into the device using a multi-syringe pump (Precision Shibasaki Co., Ltd, Japan) or pressure 

controller (MFCS, Fluigent, France) in a programmable fashion. The key of the experimental setup 

is the imaging setup, as shown in details in Fig. 2.10. Since the fiber spinning rate is fast, high-speed 

microscopic imaging system is adopted; the vertically downward arrangement of the printhead needs the 

optical setup to be setup in a horizontal fashion, back-light illumination using halogen light is necessary 

to capture clear images; an additional diffuser paper (Roscolux 1/4 Tough White Diffusion, Rosco, USA) 

is set up in between the backlight and the printhead to enlarge the illumination area; water bath are filled 

inside a customized square glass container to provide transparency and minimized light diffraction. Both 

the lighting and lens camera are controlled by one-unit PC based high-speed imaging system (VW-9000, 

Keyence, Japan). 

Fig. 2.8 The closed up photos of the fabricated printhead with short outlet nozzle; two materials (R11 

and HTM) are both available.

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする
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Fig. 2.10 The detailed arragement of the lighting, device (with water bath) and microscopic camera lens.
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Fig. 2.9 The overview of the fiber-spinning imaging setup including imaging setup, imaging processing 

PC and syringe pump.
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 High-G content sodium alginate (IL-6G, KIMICA, Japan) is used as shell materials during all 

experiments in this section. Core fluids are chosen as polyethylene glycol (PEG)( Mw ~35k, Sigma-

Aldrich, Japan) with optional mixing of red food dyes, blue/green inks, fluorescent nanoparticles or 

3T3 cells for different purposes. The sheath solution are chosen as 90 mM calcium chloride aqueous 

solutions. To clearly imaging the fiber generation near the outlet of the printhead, the printhead fabricated 

using R11 resin with 0.6 mm outlet diameter and 1.65 mm outlet length is chosen for all experiments in 

this section.

 The ability of spinning microfibers using the microfluidic printhead is first tested. As shown on 

the left of Fig. 2.11, microfibers (visualized by mixing red fluorescent beads in the core fluid) is being 

smoothly generated in the water bath; on the right of Fig. 2.11, microfibers (visualized by mixing green 

ink in the core fluid) is being generated in the hanging droplet with printhead outlet exposed in air. 

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.11 Fiber-spinning in (a) water bath and (b) hanging droplet.
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 To check out the stability of the fiber spinning, two experiments are performed. In the first 

experiment, the infusion of core fluid is turned off at the beginning to allow stable formation of alginate 

microfibers, then the core fluid (with a flow rate equal to 1/2 of shell fluid) is switched on. As shown in 

the time lapse image serie in Fig. 2.12, upon switching-on the core fluid, the core region starts to build 

up with two separated flow fronts; as time going on, the core fluid pattern further develops and gets 

stabilized finally. In the second experiment, stable core/shell fiber spinning is achieved in the beginning; 

then, by manually twisting gears of the manual 3-axis stage (onto which the printhead is being fixed), 

shaking of the printhead on both horizontal and vertical direction is performed separately. As shown in 

the Fig. 2.13, the core/shell pattern of the fiber is stable under either direction of shaking.

 To demonstrate the control on the diameters of the core and shell part of the fiber, core fluids 

(visualized using red food dyes) are injected using pressure controller under different pressures while 

t Qcore : o� Qcore : on

Qcore : onQcore : on

core strats to build up

core developedcore stablized

Fig. 2.12 Switch-on test of the core fluid to probe the stability of fiber spinning. Photos arranged along 

time axis (denoted in red color).
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keeping the injection rates of other fluids constant. As shown in Fig. 2.14, by increasing the infusing 

pressure of core fluids, the diameter of both core and shell part of the fiber increases.

 To check out how much the core and shell fluids mix up after fiber spinning, fluorescent nanoparticles 

are mixed into PEG solution based core fluid. Since the dispersed fluorescent beads will be immobilized 

if it is mixed up with sodium alginate, the thickness of the mixing layer of core and shell fluids could 

be investigated using fluorescent microscopy. On top-left of Fig. 2.15 is the optical image of the 

fabricated core/shell microfibers, a thin shell layer is clearly visible. The fluorescent image on the top-

right indicates both the existence of both shell layer and the mixing layer of core and shell fluids. By 

analyzing the gray value profile along the section, the thickness of the mixing layer is about 20 µm.

 The fiber spinning rate is also tested by varying the injection flow rates while keeping the 

ratio of them constant. The velocity of fiber spinning is analyzed using motion tracking software 

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.13 Manual shaking of the printhead (a) horizontally and (b) vertically during fiber spinning to 

probe the stability of fiber spinning.
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(MotionAnalyzer, Keyence, Japan). From the data graph Fig. 2.16, the spinning velocity can be adjusted 

from ca. 5 mm/s to 50 mm/s by changing the flow rates.

 In addition, the ability of encapsulating cells inside the core region of the microfibers is also briefly 

tested. In the experiments, NIH-3T3 cells mixed with PEG solution is used as core solution. As shown 

in Fig. 2.17, both the microscopic image during the spinning and the phase construct image show that it 

is capable of encapsulate cells using the microfluidic printhead. Interestingly, the fibers during spinning 

remains in sparse and uniform suspension status; while the cells soon aggregates into multicellular 

aggregates soon after fabrication. The reason is supposed to be the deceleration of fibers when it hits the 

bottom of the water bath reservoir, causing an inertia-induced aggregates of the cells.

2.3　Syringe-vacuum substrate
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Fig. 2.14 The change of core/shell diameter with various core fluid injection pressures. (a-c) microscopic 

images of core/shell fiber generated at printhead outlet with various core pressures. (d-e) measured core 

and shell diameters. (mean ±s.d., n =10)
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Here in this section, the requirement for suitable substrate design for the printing purpose will be 

discussed, followed by the comparison of possible technical candidates for the creation of the printing 

substrate; upon comparison, pneumatic type mechanism is chosen to facilitate the depositing of fibers. 

As the implementation of the pneumatic mechanism, the syringe-vacuum (i.e. vacuum generated 

using syringe) substrate is proposed, followed with the description on its working principle and 

fabrication. Then, the results of bench tests of the substrate will be discussed to evaluate and optimize its 

performance.

Fig. 2.15 The hollowed alginate microfiber fabricated with red fluorescent beads added to the core 

solution to probe the diffusion between core and shell fluids. (a) phase constrast and (b) fluorescent 

microscopic image of the hollow fibers. (c) high-magnification fluorescent image of the hollow fiber. (d) 

profile plot of gray scale value along the AA' dissection in (c).

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする
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2.3.1　Requirements on substrate designs
Since the microfibers are made of hydrogel and cells which have very high water contents, the density 

of the hydrogel microfiber is close to the density of water. As a consequence, simply dispensing fibers in 

an aqueous environment will result in floating of fibers, making it impossible to accomplish the printing 

task, as shown in Fig. 2.18. To enable the printing of hydrogel microfibers, mechanisms for fixing fibers 

during its dispensing process are required. Possible mechanisms for fixing the fibers during dispensing 

can be categorized as magnetic, electrostatic and pneumatic types, as shown both in Fig. 2.19 and Table 

2.2. 

 For the magnetic type mechanism, aqueous dispersion of magnetic particles can be mixed with the 

sparse cell
suspension

aggregated
cells

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 2.17 Spinning of cell-laden microfibers using the stereolithography-based printhead. (a) microscopic 

images of fibers spinning at the printhead outlet, cell suspensions are sparse; (b-c) cell-laden microfibers 

collected immediately after spinning, cell aggeragats was inspected in the microfibers. 
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hydrogel precursors; during fiber dispensing, a magnetic field can be introduced beneath the substrate; 

with the downforce generated by the magnetic interaction between the magnetic particles in the hydrogel 

Floating or 
bouncing away

Fig. 2.18 The fibers float due to buoyancy or elastic bouncing without proper fixation mechanism.

Downforce

Vacuum

AtmoshpereDownforce

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

Downforce

Magnetic 
particles

Magnetic Electrostatic Pneumatic(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.19 Schemaitc illustration of the three possible mechanisms for fiber fixation: (a) magnetic, (b) 

electrostatic and (c) pneumatic.
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and the magnetic field beneath, the floating of fibers during dispension can be avoided[89]. The major 

problem of the magnetic method is that the magnetic particles are difficult to remove after fabrication, 

which is potentially toxic to cells. 

 For the electrostatic type mechanism, the fixation of the fibers relies on the electrostatic interactions 

between charges. Some hydrogels (such as alginate, chitosan, etc.) exhibit electrostatic properties; 

by creating a substrate with charges which is opposite to the charges of the hydrogels, the hydrogel 

Force type Requirements Cell compatibility

Magnetic Mixing magnetic 
particles in fiber

Poor (mostly toxic)

Pneumatic Vacuum filtration system Potentially mild to cells

Electrostatic Electrostatic charge source Might be damaging to cells 
(membranes)

Table 2.2  Comparison of the three possible mechanisms for fiber fixation.
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Fig. 2.20 Comparison of the vacuum generation techniques in terms of acurracy and system complexity.
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microfibers can be fixed due to the downforce generated by electrostatic interactions. However, since 

electrostatic force decreases as the distance of the fibers to the substrate increases during layer-by-layer 

deposition, the ability of depositing fibers into multiple-layered thick structure might be hindered. 

 For the pneumatic type mechanism, the fixation of the fibers relies on the vacuum downforce 

generated by the pressure difference between the upper side and downer side of the substrate. Comparing 

to the magnetic type and electrostatic type mechanisms, the pneumatic type is potentially gentle to 

cells( if the vacuum can be generated with controlled strength) and works on a long distance along the 

thickness direction of printed fiber based structures. With the reasons described above, pneumatic type 

mechanism is adopted in this work. 

Fig. 2.21 Schemaitc illustration of the syringe based vacuum substrate. The open/close state of the filter 

membrane depends on its wetting condition; the membranes are open when un-wetted and close when 

wetted unifromly. 

Fig. 2.22 Schematic illustration of the vacuum generation. (a) the initial state with filter membrane 

wetted. (b) upon sucking of syringe, the volume of enclosed chamber increases to generate the vacuum.
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本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする
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2.3.2　Design, working principle and fabrication of the syringe-vacuum 

substrate
As described in the previous section, pneumatic type mechanism is adopted in this work for the fixation 

of fibers during printing. To implement the pneumatic mechanism, the syringe-vacuum substrate is 

designed, fabricated and tested. In this section, detailed design and working principle of the syringe-

vacuum substrate will be discussed, followed by the tests to evaluate and optimize its performance.

Terminology definitions

The word “vacuum” is broadly used under various definitions in many different areas such as 

physics[90], philosophy[91] and engineering[92]. To avoid ambiguity, several terms related to the word 

“vacuum” will be defined here. First, in engineering and applied physics, the word “vacuum” refers to 

any space in which the pressure is lower than atmospheric pressure[92]; this definition of vacuum is 

adopted the way it is throughout this thesis without any special declarations. “Vacuum pressure” refers 

to the absolute value of the pressure difference between the vacuum space/area and the atmosphere.  

“Syringe-vacuum” refers to the vacuum generated using syringes; such term is also used to describe 

the substrate which is featured with a vacuum generated using syringes. “Vacuum down force” is the 

pneumatic downforce generated by the pressure difference between the upper side and down side of the 

substrate, which facilitates steady deposition of the printed fibers and evacuates the being dispensed 

sheath fluids to avoid its pooling. 

Fig. 2.23 Concept illustration of the bubble porint pressure of the filter membrane. (a) when applied 

prssure is lower than the bubble-point pressure, surface tension dominates so that the filter membrane 

is closed (with ignorable diffusion) ; (b) when applied pressure is higher than the bubble-point pressure, 

surface tension can not hold water in the membrane anymore, leading to gas leakage.  

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする
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Vacuum generation techniques comparison

Fig. 2.24 Vacuum pressure's change over time during bench test; sucking of syringe at a constant rate is 

turned-on at the beginning of the test and turned-off until a peak vacuum pressure is reached.

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする

Fig. 2.25 The working principle of the syringe-vacuum substrate. (a) for the case when the rate of 

dispensing sheath fluids is same with syringe sucking rate, the vacuum pressure will be constant during 

the printing; (b) for the case when the rate of dispensing sheath fluids is larger than syringe sucking rate, 

the vacuum pressure will decrease to zero during printing.
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For the purpose of fixing hydrogel microfibers with less damage to cells, the absolute value of vacuum 

pressure should be small ( 5~10 kPa). Currently, there are majorly two types of vacuum generation 

system which is commercially available: open-loop pumps and pumps with feedback systems. The open-

loop system can be simply built up by assembling commercially available vacuum pumps and connect 

them to closed chambers in which the vacuum will be created; such system is easy to built, but the 

pressure accuracy is generally low ( >100 kPa)[93]. On the contrary, pumps with feedback system utilize 

commercialized pressure controller in combination with vacuum pumps, which can achieve vacuum 

pressure with high accuracy (0.1 kPa ~ 0.5 kPa), yet the system is quite complex with high costs[94]; 

moreover, it cannot be directly integrated with syringe pump systems (which is already chosen for fluid 

injection purposes). It is under this context, the syringe-vacuum methods is proposed. As shown in Fig. 

2.20, the syringe-vacuum system is a facile method to generate gentle vacuum with high accuracy; in 

addition, the syringe-vacuum can directly utilize the syringe pumps, making the whole system simple. 

Detailed description of the syringe vacuum system can be found as follow.

Design and working principles

The syringe-vacuum substrate is consisted of filter membrane, perforated chamber and syringe (mounted 

on a syringe pump). As shown in Fig. 2.21, the filter membrane (hydrophilic) is set on top of the lid of 

the perforated chamber; the lid is perforated to allow liquids to pass through while providing mechanical 

support to the filter membrane at the same time. The cavity beneath the lid is connected to the syringe 

through the barbed style connector using silicone tubings. The filter membrane is wetted with water. 

Once wetted, gas does not penetrate through the hydrophilic filter membrane in a bulky way, hence the 

whole system could be separated into the atmosphere on the upper side of the membrane and a closed 

system Region 2 which is consisted of the space in the perforated chamber, the tubing and the syringe.

Fig. 2.26 The perforated chamber fabricated using commericial 3-D printer. (a) schematic illustration of 

the perforated chamber; (b) photograph of the fabricated chamber.

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする
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wetted membrane

sucking tubesucking tube

syringe pump
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tubings
& valves

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.27 Bubble point test setup. (a) a vacuum gauge is incorporated into the syringe-vacuum substrate 

system. (b) filter membrane with initial wetting; (c)filter membrane with vacuum beneath, dehydration 

cuases the membrane to be less transparent comparing to the initial state.
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 As shown in Fig. 2.22, suppose the syringe (with zero initial volume) is operated on withdraw 

mode at a certain flow rate Qsyringe  for a certain time duration. The region on the upper side of the filter 

membrane is atmosphere with constant atmospheric pressure Patm. For the Region 2 beneath the filter 

membrane, suppose that the chamber volume (including the tubing volume and syringe volume) is V2(t), 

the pressure P2(t) could be calculated using ideal gas law. At the initial status when t=0, the vacuum 

pressure is 0 since P2(t) is equal to Patm. Upon constant withdrawing of the syringe at rate Qsyringe, the 

pressure of Region 2 can be calculated using the idea gas law, the vacuum pressure increases when P2(t) 

decreases due to the increasing V2(t).
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Fig. 2.28 The relationship between pressure and time under different syringe withdrawing rates: (a) 

representaive diagram; (b-c) test results of the peak pressures and valley pressures. (mean ±s.d., n =3)
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Fig. 2.29 The photo of the 3-axis automatic motion control system. (a) overall setup with power supply, 

controller, clean hood and motor stage; (b-c) detailed installation of motor stage.
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 Theoretically, according to the deduction given above, the vacuum pressure of the substrate can 

keep on increasing as long as the syringe does not reach its maximum volume. However, in fact there 

is another parameter which limits the maximum vacuum pressure. The parameter is the bubble-point 

pressure of the filter membrane. Wetted membrane filter of very small pore size will hold liquid in the 

pores by surface tension and capillary force. With proper wetting, bulky flow of gas is restricted due 

to the surface tension (gas does also penetrate through due to diffusion, but for small area filtration 

membrane, the gas penetration rate caused by diffusion is ignorable[95]). The pressure of a gas required 

to force the entrapped liquid through and out of the fully wetted pore capillary is called the “bubble point 

pressure” (Pbubble). As shown in Fig. 2.23, bubble-point pressure is a threshold pressure; if the pressure 

applied to the wetted filter membrane is lower than the bubble-point pressure, gas will not pass through 

the filter membrane in a bulky way; if the pressure applied is higher than the bubble-point pressure, the 

filter membrane will be dewetted (i.e. the liquid is forced out from the pores of the filter membrane) 

and gas will pass through in a bulky way. The bubble point pressure is related to the pore size of the 

membrane, pore shape of the membrane, liquid-solid contact angle and surface tension of the liquids; 

qualitatively, the larger the pore size, the smaller the bubble point pressure[95]. 

 The scenario for testing bubble point with the syringe-vacuum chamber is depicted as follow. First, 

with small amount of water wetting the filter membrane (no further water supply with be added during 

the test) under a constant syringe withdrawing rate, the time course of vacuum pressure change in the 

syringe-vacuum substrate can be depicted as shown in Fig. 2.24. During this peroid, the vacuum pressure 

is smaller than the membrane filter’s bubble-point pressure, the vacuum pressure will increase with the 

withdrawing of the syringe. Then, once the vacuum pressure reaches the bubble-point pressure (Pbubble) 

, the filter membrane is forced open, at this time, the gas leaking rate will increase untill a balance 

between gas leaking and syringe sucking is reached, which is indicated by the appearance of a peak 

value of the curve depicted in the illustration. When the peak value (Ppeak)is reached, syringe sucking 

will be turned off, a pressure drop will be oberved until the remnant water in the membrane redistribute 

to re-wet the opened pores; upon re-wetting of the pores, gas leakage is prevented again to thus a stable 
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vacuum pressure inside the chamber, which is indicated by the appearance of a valley value (Pvalley) of the 

test curve. Further test results of peak and valley pressures will be discussed in Section 2.3.3.

 Since the constant withdrawing of the syringe might cause the pressure to fluctuate or eventually 

leads to the failure of vacuum generation, the actual operation strategy of the syringe-vacuum substrate 

during printing should strive to control the vacuum pressure actively, so that it does not reach the 

bubble point pressure during the whole printing process. In fact, considering that the printing nozzle 

is constantly dispensing sheath fluids during the printing process, the dispensed sheath fluids can be 

utilized to compensate the volume change caused by syringe withdrawing. If the dispensing rate of the 

sheath fluid is no less than the withdrawing rate of the syringe-vacuum substrate, the vacuum pressure 

will not increase once the dispensing process is triggered, since the volume increase caused by syringe 

withdrawing is no faster than the volume decrease caused by sheath fluid intake. With the above 

considerations, the operation mode for the syringe-vacuum substrate during printing is proposed as 

follow: (1) wet the filter membrane with small amount of water; (2) withdraw the syringe to a certain 

volume while monitoring the vacuum pressure so that it does not go over the bubble-point pressure; 

(3) start printing procedure with the dispensing of sheath fluids, at the same time, tune the syringe to a 

constant sucking rate equal to or smaller than the sheath flow dispensing rate. Assuming that sheath fluid 

evacuation rate is much faster than its dispensing rate, a dynamically constant vacuum pressure (when 

the sheath dispensing rate is equal to syringe withdrawing rate) or gradually decreased vacuum pressure 

(when the sheath dispensing rate is larger than syringe withdrawing rate) will be maintained during the 

whole dispensing process, as shown in Fig. 2.25.

Fabrication of the syringe-vacuum substrate

 To implement the syringe-vacuum substrate, the perforated chamber, as well as chamber supporter 

is designed using CAD software (Rhinoceros, McNeel) and fabricated using a commercial 3D printer 

(KEYENCE, Agilista-3200). Hexagonal honeycomb pattern was adopted for perforation due to its 

excellent mechanical strength both in axial and out-of-plane direction[96], [97]. The hexagonal radius of 
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perforated holes is 0.5 mm, all holes are arranged at centres of hexagonal cell array generated with 1 mm 

cell radius. Thickness of the perforated lid is 4 mm. The cavity beneath is designed with > 8 mm depth 

so that water does not accumulate at the cavity’s peripheral due to surface tension. The volume of the 

cavity is designed to be 11.522 mL, ignoring the volume of the tubing and the bubble-point effect of the 

filter membrane, a vacuum pressure of 302.62 kPa can be achieved after 1 min of syringe withdrawing 

at 5 mL/min. The bottom of the cavity is designed in a barbed style for easy connection to syringe using 

silicone tubes. The design model and fabricated perforated chamber is as shown in Fig. 2.26. Filter 

membrane (hydrophilic, polyester coated with cellulose, Y100A047A/Y020A047A, ADVANTEC, 

Japan) was purchased from Toyo Roshi Kaisha, Ltd. The pore size of the filter membrane is 10 µm, 

with a bubble-point pressure of 17 kPa.

 

2.3.3　Bench tests of the syringe-vacuum substrate
The system is subjected to a bench test before using for actual printing. The goal of the bench test is to 

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.30 The photo of the assembled bioptrinter. (a) overall setup of the printing system; (b) zoomed in 

photo of the printhead and syringe-vacuum substrate.
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find the pressure range under which vacuum pressure could be almostly maintained constant (ignoring 

the slow evaporation of liquids). Though the bubble-point data could be found on the data sheet provided 

by the filter membrane manufacturers[95], the actual working condition is different from standard 

bubble-point test condition; in the actual working condition of the syringe-vacuum substrate, both side of 

the membrane is exposed to air so that it could not be maintained under constant wetting condition as it 

is in standard bubble point test; in addition, the volume increasing rate of the syringe is small comparing 

to the case using valve-pumps. Therefore, the actual bubble-point should be tested using a setup 

mimicking the actual working condition during printing. With the test, an optimized vacuum range could 

be decided. On one hand, the vacuum should not be too small, otherwise water could not be evacuated 

promptly, which will cause fibers to float during the bioprinting process; on the other hand, the vacuum 

value should also be as gentle as possible, otherwise the fibers will be squeezed flat onto the substrate, 

causing deteriorated geometry fidelity and bad cell viability. 

 The actual setup of the test is as shown in Fig. 2.27. An analog vacuum gauge is integrated into the 

system to monitor the vacuum pressure inside the cavity. During the test, the filter membrane (pore size: 

10 µm) is first set on top of the perforated chamber, and wetted with 0.5 mL of Milli-Q water. Until 

the water wetted the whole area of the filter membrane, withdrawing of the syringe by syringe pump is 

switched on with a constant withdrawing rate; the withdrawing will be turned off if the vacuum pressure 

stops to increase. The readout of the vacuum gauge is recorded after the withdrawing begins. With the 

vacuum beneath, the filter membrane get partially dehydrated as shown in Fig. 2.27 (c). The results of 

the tests is summarized in Fig. 2.28. It is interesting to see that, the behaviour of the filter membrane 

differs a lot in comparison with the standard setup for bubble-point test performed by membrane 

manufacturers [95]: first, the maximum value of vacuum pressure (Vpeak) is related to the withdrawing 

rates, as shown in the representative diagram in Fig. 2.28 (c); second, when the withdrawing is turned 

off, the vacuum pressure quickly drops down to a stable value (Vvalley), which is ca. 6.5 kPa regardless of 

different syringe sucking rates. 

 In conclusion, to use the syringe-vacuum substrate, it is required that (1) the system is capable of 
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monitoring vacuum pressure during the whole process; (2) it is safe to operate the substrate with a 

vacuum pressure below ca. 6.5 kPa, according to the value of  Pvalley given shown in Fig. 2.28.

2.4　Motion control system

Motion control system provide precise motion control of the printhead, allowing the patterning of fibers 

into 3-D shapes. In combination with the motion control system, the clamping and tubing system provide 

stable fixation of the printhead and feasible fluid injection from the syringe pump the the microfluidic 

printhead. Smooth movement and pulseless fluid delivery guarantees the quality of the additive 

manufacturing.  

 The motion control system is composed of several parts as follow. First, a 3-axis linear motor stage 

(Aerotech KK, Japan) is the basis of the motion control system, as shown on top of Fig. 2.29. The motor 

stage is fixed onto a metal table, housed inside a clean bench. Driving signals and motion feedback 

signals are transferred in between motor stage and computer through separate motion controllers. Three 

seperate controllers are interconnected in a serial fashion and finally connected to PC, all using Firewire 

cable, .Then, on top of the motor stage, two manual rotary stages are further installed; one is capable 

of manually adjusting out-of-plane angles, another is capable of manually adjusting in-plane angles. 

Finally, a metal bread board with M-2 screw holes is installed on the manual rotary stages, onto which 

the printhead will be fixed upon.

 Motion of the motor stage is programmed based on Aerobasic programming language (Aerotech KK, 

Japan). Aerobasic programming language is based on G-codes and M-codes (the industrial standard 

programming language for robotic control), with advanced functions for velocity blendings. The motion 

feedback of the motor stage is collected using the built-in sensors, and can be inspected using A3200 

Digital Scope software (Aerotech KK, Japan). 
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2.5　System assembly

All the components designed and fabricated in this chapter is finally assembled into the bioprinter as 

shown in the photo (Fig. 2.30). The motor stage (with the manual stages and breadboard) is housed 

inside the clean bench. 

 The tubing system is configured as follow. For the injection of low viscous (< 30 cP) fluids to the 

microfluidic printhead, Teflon tubings with inner diameter of 0.5mm and outer diameter of 1/16" is 

adopted; the small inner diameter provides faster fluidic response due to decreased tubing volume, 

the stiffness of the tubing also contribute to stable fluid injection during printing. For the injection of 

viscous fluids such as sodium alginate aqueous solution ( > 100cP), silicone tubes with inner diameter of 

1 mm and outer diameter of  3 mm is adopted; the major reason is to reduce the fluidic pressure inside 

to tubing, thus reduce the risk of liquid leakages. All the fluidic tubings are connected from the syringe 

pump to the microfluidic printhead, with proper fixing by threading the tubes through the screw holes of 

the fixation breadboard; such configuration eliminate relative movements in between the printhead and 

the tubings. Since the inlets of the printhead are barbed type which needs to be connected with Teflon 

tubes using deformable silicone tubes as connectors, the relative movement in between the printhead and 

the tubings will cause deformation of the deformable silicone tubes, which will further cause fluid rate 

changes.  For the connection of syringe-vacuum substrate, silicon tubes with inner diameter of 4 mm and 

outer diameter of 6 mm is adopted. In addition to the tubings, a digital vacuum gauge is also integrated 

into the syringe-vacuum substrate to provide real time measurement of the vacuum pressure inside the 

substrate.

2.6　Summary

In this chapter, the construction of the bioprinter is described in details. Following the description of the 

whole system, the design, fabrication and tests of each components are discussed. First, the microfluidic 

printhead is designed and fabricated using stereolithography-based approach; bench tests performed 

on the printhead shows that it is capable of generating core/shell hydrogel microfibers steadily, with 
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well-controlled fiber spinning velocity. Second, the syringe-vacuum substrate is then conceived and 

implemented, by combining a commercially available filter membrane with a perforated vacuum 

chamber designed and fabricated using a commercial 3-D printer. The working principle of the vacuum 

substrate is then proposed and analyzed, with corresponding bench test experiments to verify the 

proposed working principle.  Finally, the motor stage system, tubing system and the system assembly is 

described at the end of this chapter. 
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C h a p t e r  3  

E v a l u a t i o n  a n d  c a p a b i l i t y  

d e m o n s t r a t i o n  o f  t h e  b i o p r i n t e r

In the previous chapter, the construction of the bioprinter for cell fiber printing is described 

with details on the design, implementation and bench tests of each components, as well as the 

considerations and practices on assembling the components into the actual bioprinter. This chapter 

describes the evaluation and capability demonstration of the bioprinter. This chapter will start with a 

detailed description on the workflow to perform the printing of core/shell hydrogel microfibers. Then, 

an overview on all the tunable fabrication parameters will be given, followed by the description on the 

strategy to find out the suitable parameter values for printing; the actual printing process is performed 

and evaluated to decide the suitable printing parameters. Finally, with the suitable printing parameters, 

the printing of cell-laden core/shell hydrogel microfibers will be performed with post-print cell viability 

evaluation and discussions on the post-print maturation methods of the printed construct.

3.1　The workflow of the core/shell microfiber printing

This section introduces the basic workflow for the actual printing of alginate microfibers using the 
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bioprinter. As shown in the illustrations in Fig. 3.1, the printing process can be divided by several 

steps as follow. First, for the creation of vacuum, the syringe-vacuum substrate is set up by putting 

the filter membrane on top of the perforated chamber and wetting the membrane using small amount 

of Milli-Q water; the withdraw of the syringe pump is then turned on; upon the withdrawing of the 

syringe, the vacuum pressure will be gradually built-up, during this process, the printhead is set at the 

standby position with a beaker put beneath it for collection of waste fluids. Then, when the vacuum 

pressure reaches 3 ~ 6 kPa (empirical pressure value which is enough for fast evacuation of dispensed 

water), the injection of the bio- inks is started; with the injection started, the buffers (55 mM citrate, for 

the prevention of clogging before and after fiber spinning) will be gradually exchanged by the cation 

containing sheath fluids (calcium chloride solution), calcium alginate microfibers will start to form at 

the outlet of the microfluidic printhead when buffers are fully exchanged. Then, once the alginate fibers 

are formed, the printhead moves away from its stand-by position and starts to write programmed three 

dimensional patterns on top of the syringe-vacuum substrate. The first two layers of fibers are called 

the “rafting layers”. During the dispensing of the rafting layers, the syringe-vacuum substrate will 

operate at a high vacuum pressure, which is the key to ensure feasible deposition of the fibers, since the 

high vacuum pressure guarantees immediately evacuation of the sheath fluids so that the fibers have 

no chance to float. Since the rafting layers are subjected to high pneumatic downforce, it is potentially 

harmful to cells, hence during the printing of the rafting layers, the injection of core fluids (cotaining 

cells) is switched off. Then, after the deposition of the rafting layers, the vacuum pressure is controlled to 

gradually decrease to zero within 1~2 min, which will result in slightly pooling of the sheath fluids. The 

slightly pooling of sheath fluids will not affect the deposition of fibers in this status as long as the height 

of the pooling liquid is lower than the printed construct. After the motor stage finishes its programmed 

Fig. 3.1 The basic workflow of the printing process.

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする
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path, the generation of the fibers is stopped immediately by exchanging the sheath fluids with buffers. 

Finally, the printhead gets back to its standby position; the printhead is thoroughly washed with buffers 

to be ready for the next print.

3.2　Tunable parameters and their influences on printing 
quality 

Printhead Clog immunity

stability

Depositability

Outlet length: Lout

Outlet diameter: dout

Motor stage
Planar velocity: vplanar

Initial height: hinit

Increament height: hinc

Inks (SA + Sheath)*

Flowrates ratio: QSA/Qsheath

Sodium Alginate
M-G ratio
concentration

Sheath �uid

Viscosity
Ca2+ concentration

Vacuum substrate
Initial strenght: ΔPinit

Decreasing rate

Flowrates sum: QSA + Qsheath

* for the purpose of simplicity, the core �uid is considered to be the same as shell �uid, i.e. 
sodium alginate (SA) aqueous solution.

Tunable 
parameters

Intermediate 
properties

Printability

Fig. 3.2 The list of all the tunable parameters and their relationship with the intermideiate properties 

such as clog immunity, stability and depositability which finally decides the printability.
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As a complex system with many tunable parameters, the bioprinter needs to be well-tuned prior to being 

used for the printing of cell fibers. In this section, all the tunable parameters that affects the quality of 

printing will be discussed. For the tuning of printing parameters, hydrogel microfibers without cells will 

be used, since cells do not drastically affect the rheological properties of the fluids. Because there are 

many interactions in-between these parameters, the whole process towards the stable protocol (i.e. the set 

Calcium 45 mM

Calcium 22.5 mM

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.3 Influence of instability at the tip under various calcium ion concentrations in sheath fluids. (a) 

45 mM causes clogging when moving the printhead away from bath; (b) 22.5 mM exhibits no clogging 

within dripping drops.
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of parameters that works stably) is a step-by-step process, in which the variable range of each parameters 

is narrowed down and finally converges to a suitable fabrication protocol. Such protocol will be used to 

proceed to the printing of cell-laden microfibers.

 As described in the first chapter of this thesis, the bio- inks used for the bioprinters contain two 

aspects of properties: biocompatibility and mechanical integrity. Since the printing of cell fibers will 

guarantee the biocompatibility of the bio-ink in the core region of the microfibers, the mechanical 

integrity of the alginate becomes critical, since the mechanical integrity decides the printability and 

printing qualities such as structural fidelity, etc. The fundamental need for a feasible printing protocol is 

the ability to smoothly stack up layer-by-layer.

 The fabrication parameters for the bioprinter could be categorized into 4 subcategories according to 

which system components they belong to, which are the fabrication parameters of (1) the printhead, (2) 

nozzle outlet
too narrow

swelling of 
micro�bers

Fig. 3.4 Microfibers swelling due to the narrow nozzle outlet, which will deteriorate size uniformity of 

the printed fibers as well as cause clogging during printing.
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the inks, (3) the vacuum substrate and (4) the motor stage.

3.2.1  The predetermined parameters

Amongst the many parameters, several are relatively isolated with not so many interaction with others. 

They are generally constrained to certain ranges due to various practical reasons. Strategically, to narrow 

down the working range of all the parameters, these isolated parameters should be decided at first. 

 First, as the fluids are delivered upon the injection of the syringes, the response lag in between the  

start of syringe injection to the actual flow rate stabilization in the microfluidic printhead should be 

minimized. For this purpose, low viscosity sodium alginate (50~80 cP @1wt%, IL-6G, KIMICA, Japan) 

is adopted. 

 Second, though the fiber spinning velocity can be as fast as 40~50 mm/s according the results shown 

in Fig. 2.16, the printhead speed is limited by the performance of the motor stage; in practice, for printing 

speed > ca. 20 mm/s, a strong jerk will be introduced at the turning point of the zigzag motions, causing 

strong vibration of the fixation table of the motor stage. Hence the planar velocity of the motor stage is 

narrowed down to 10 ~ 20 mm/s. Because it is better that the fiber spinning velocity matches with the 

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.5 Failed core/shell feature formation using the short printhead. (a) low and (b) high magnification 

microscopic images are shown respectively.
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planar speed of the motor stage, the flow rates of the core/shell/sheath fluids are fixed to 16/32/800 uL/

min, which will generate fibers at a velocito of 15 mm/s according to Fig. 2.16.  

 Third, the viscosity of the sheath fluid is also predetermined to ~ 10 cP. Such level of viscosity will 

decrease the viscosity contrast of shell fluids (i.e. sodium alginate aqueous solution) which generally has 

viscosity higher than 100 cP. Several literature[98]–[100] have shown that if the viscosity contrast of 

h = 0.16 mm h = 0.76 mm
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Fig. 3.6 The initial distance for printing and its effect on the surface wettability of the substrates. 

Representative images with height of (a) 0.16 mm and (b) 0.76 mm are shown respectively; (c) data 

graph on the relationship between wetting diameter and nozzle height.
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600 µm

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.7 The two types of printhead used for the printing of alginate fibers.

Short

Long

Fig. 3.8 Planar trace of the motion control programs for the printing of the mesh type structure. (a) x-y 

plot of the toolpath for the mesh construct; (b) zoomed in view showing detailed design geometries. 
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sodium alginate against its surrounding fluids is higher than 110, the alginate stream will starts to bend 

or coil periodically; to avoid such kind of bending/coiling, PEG (Mw 35k, Sigma-Aldrich, Japan) at 5 

wt% is added to the sheath fluids. Another benefit of doing so is that higher viscosity can enhance the 

position stability of dispensed fibers against environmental vibrations during printing. 

 In this section, the parameters that are relatively independent are narrowed down. Other parameters 

which have relatively twisted interactions with each other will be described in the next section.

3.2.2  Intermediate properties

As described before, there are many interactions in-between many of the parameters. To clarify how 

these parameters affect the printing system, the relationship of each parameters and their effects is 

summarized in Fig. 3.2. Many of the tunable parameters affects a same intermediate properties at the 

same time. The intermediate properties are the bridge between the tunable fabrication parameters and 

the final printing quality. Such properties include :(1) clog immunity; (2) stability; (3) depositability. 

Detailed descriptions on each of the intermediate properties will be given as follow.

 First, the clog immunity describes whether the printhead is able to generate fibers continuously 

without clogging during the whole printing process. This parameter is majorly affected by the parameters 

of the microfluidic printhead. Unlike spinning fibers in a water bath as described in the bench tests of 

the microfluidic printhead in chapter 2, the printing scenario requires the printhead to operate outside 

the water bath. When the printhead outlet is taken out of the water bath, droplet will be generated at 

the printhead outlet. Droplet formation will introduce periodic perturbation of flow rates at the outlet 

of the channel, under such perturbation, the clogging of fibers might happen. To enhance the clog 

Fig. 3.9 The printing process of the bioprinter using long printhead. Sodium alginate is dyed with blue 

inks for visulization purpose only.

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする
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Fig. 3.10 Optimization on sodium alginate concentration and calcium cholride concentrations. (a) 

illustration of different printing conditions. (b) printability data for short and long nozzle.

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする

Table 3.1 Optimized tunable parameter sets for the printing of cell fibers.

本表は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする

Fig. 3.11 Printed alginate fiber based construct. (a-b) photograph of the printed construct; (c) reltaive 

thickness measurements. (mean ±s.d., n =15)

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.12 Microscopic image of the printed construct with (a) low and (b) high magnification.

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする

Fig. 3.13 The demonstration of printing arbitrary shaped constructs using "TLAB" as an example. (a-b) 

the toolpath for odd and even layers; (c) photograph of the printed pattern.

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする
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immunity, the gelation completeness of the fiber at the printhead outlet should be well controlled, so 

that the fibers will not be too sticky to attach to the side wall of the printhead outlet. To demonstrate its 

effect, a set of preliminary experiments are performed. In the experiments, the gelation completeness is 

tuned by changing the concentration of calcium ions in the sheath fluid. During experiment, the fibers 

is first spinning inside a water bath, after the spinning of the fiber gets stable, the printhead is gradually 

withdrawn up. As a result demonstrated in Fig. 3.3, the case with 45 mM calcium ions in the sheath 

fluid results in immediately clogging once the nozzle leaves the water bath; on the contrary, the case 

with 22.5 mM calcium ions shows that no clogging happens even the fibers are generated directly in 

dripping droplets. The results of the experiments show that, in order to increase the clogging immunity, 

it is necessary to lower down the gelation completeness of the microfibers at the microfluidic printhead, 

otherwise the clogging will happen very frequently during printing.

 Second, the stability describes the stableness of the laminar flow pattern when the printhead is 

Fig. 3.15 The microscopic images of the (a) center and (b) edge of the construct construct based on core/

shell alginate microfibers.

Fig. 3.14 The photograph of the construct based on core/shell alginate microfibers. (a) collected with 

membrane in 60 mm petri dish; (b) transferred onto slide glass.

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする

Fig. 3.16 Confocal microscopy analysis of the printed core/shell construct. (a) 3-D reconstructed image; 

(b) orthogonal image slices of the 3-D data.

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする
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subjected to high speed movements. In section, it has been proved that the fiber spinning in the water 

bath using the microfluidic printhead is stable against the on/off switching of core fluids as well as 

manually shaking of printhead. However, when using the printhead for printing purpose, the movement 

of the printhead causes fiber elongation (when printhead accelerates) as well as sudden deceleration (when 

printhead turns over to the opposite direction), since the printhead speed cannot be always the same all 

the time. Such elongation and sudden deceleration will introduce a strong instability to the laminar flow 

pattern generated in the microfluidic printhead. In experiment, it is found out that the diameter and length 

of outlet shall not be too small to guarantee stability. Fig. 3.4 shows the case of using printhead with long 

outlet length (20 mm) and small outlet diameter (0.6 mm). As a result, the fibers swell at the junction 

channel of the printhead, when the printhead turns over its moving direction. Next, the case of printing 

core/shell pattern using printhead with short outlet length (1.65 mm) and small outlet diameter (0.6 mm) 

is also tested. During the experiment, the core region is labeled with red fluorescent beads, while the 

shell is labeled with green fluorescent beads; the flow rate ratio of core against shell is 1:1, theoretically 

the core/shell diameter ratio of the fabricated fiber will be ca. 0.707. The experiment results shows the 

effect of bad stability that affects the core/shell pattern of the fabricated fibers, It can be seen from Fig. 

3.5 that the the core/shell feature of the fibers printed using the short nozzle is not well established, the 

core of the fibers are too thin with crimped shapes; in addition, the shell is also not uniform in diameter, 

with frequent swelling. Such kind of poor definition of core/shell feature is due to: (1) lack of calcium 

penetration inside the sodium alginate solution due to short traveling time (<< 1s) in the microfluidic 

channels; (2) the outlet nozzle diameter of the printhead is small and short, making it vulnerable to the 

instability generated by swiping movement of printhead against the printing substrate.

 Third, the depositability describes the ability for the fibers to be deposited onto the syringe-vacuum 

Fig. 3.17 Manually peeling off the fibers: the printed construct actually can be deconstructed by peeling 

off the fibers.

本図は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、

非公開とする
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w/o printing
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Fig. 3.18 The photograph of the fibers (a) without printing and (b) with printing, the fiber diameter 

distribution is less uniform when printed.  (scale bar: 500 µm).
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substrate. Two key factors decides the deopsitability of the fibers: vacuum strength and the initial 

distance of the printhead to the substrate. First, the vacuum strength decides the evacuation rate of the 

dispensed sheath fluids; if the evacuation rate of the dispensed sheath fluids is too low, the sheath fluids 

Fig. 3.19 Layering of the printed construct after gentle shaking.

Fig. 3.20 Fully decomposited constructs into sparse fibers with strong shaking.
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will starts to pool up and causes the deposited fiber to float. Second, the initial distance of the printhead 

to the substrate should be properly set up; on one hand, if the distance is too small, the fibers coming out 

from the printhead will find no space to escape, thus will cause clogging of the printhead; on the other 

hand, if the distance is too large, droplets will be formed on the outlet of the printhead, and the droplet 

will not be able to contact and wet the printing substrate, leading to failure on fiber deposition. The initial 

distance is decided by the following experiment. During the experiment, the printhead is positioned on 

top of the syringe-vacuum substrate. The vacuum (5 kPa) in the substrate is formed before the printhead 

gets close up. The sheath fluid dispensing rate of the printhead is then set to be the same as the syringe 

withdrawing rate of the substrate (the rate is 0.8 mL/min, specifically). Then, the height of printhead is 

adjusted to check out the wettability of the dispensed liquid on the substrate. From the results shown in 

Fig. 3.6, the printing surface is stable with constant wetting of the vacuum substrate at heights smaller 

than 0.56 mm.

 Above all are the three important intermediate parameters that affects the quality of printing process. 

To show the effects of them, several preliminary experiments are conducted. However, the final 

optimization of these parameters cannot be decided at this stage; it shall be decided by performing the 

actual printing process and tuning the parameters according to the considerations given in this section.

3.3　The printing of alginate microfibers

With the strategy built-up in the previous section, experiments are performed to find out the stable 

protocol with which core/shell alginate microfibers can be printed. The trials are organized by the 

different printhead that is used for experiment, since the change of the tunable parameters related to the 

design of printhead is the most time-consuming part; it involves re-design of the printhead CAD models, 

re-fabrication using stereolithography, reinstallation and calibration of the printhead on the tip of the 

motor stage. As shown in Fig. 3.7, Two printhead, a “short printhead” (with outlet diameter and outlet 

length of 0.6 mm and 1.65 mm), and a “long printhead” (with outlet diameter and outlet length of 1 mm 

and 20 mm) are tested. The target structure to be printed is a mesh type structure with its planar geometry 
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3.22 Fiber based construct after cation particle treatment. (a) after applying cationic 

particles:handleable with tweezer; (b) the treated constrcut can not be fully dissolved after 55 mM citrate 

treatment (>10 min).

Fig. 3.21 Fibers stable with preserved microfeatures after the incubation process.
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shown in Fig. 3.8. The planar pattern is composed of zigzag lines with a pitch distance of 600 µm. The 

automatic control program is written in Aerobasic programming language and compiled using A3200 

Motion Composer (Aerotech KK, Japan). Fig. 3.8 contains not only the programmed traces of the motor, 

but also the sensor feedback which is recorded during the execution of the program, the programmed 

traces and recorded traces are colored using red and blue color; since the recorded traces are precisely 

matched up with the programmed traces, most of the blue curves are covered by the red curve on top of 

them. 

3.3.1  Printing demonstration and protocol optimization

The printing process is demonstrated as shown in Fig. 3.9. Since the flow rates are predetermined as 

described in the previous section, the optimization of the printing parameters is focused on finding the 

proper sodium alginate concentration for the core fluid and the calcium concentration for the sheath 

fluids. During printing, to judge whether the fibers generated by the microfluidic printhead is able to 

stack up or not, the following inspectable features should be checked out. First, the geometrical size of 

the deposited fibers should be checked out, especially its relationship with the incremental height of the 

motor stage; if the height/thickness of the fibers deposited does not match up with the incremental height 

of the motor stage, the printhead will gradually get too close or too far away from the printed construct, 

leading to deteriorated stackability of the fibers. Second, the flexibility of the generated fibers at the 

outlet of the printhead should be checked out; if the fibers generated at the outlet are too stiff, the fibers 

can not bend and conform to the planar direction, which will cause the fibers to bounce up and misalign, 

making it difficult for the fibers to stack up. Third, if the fibers clogged at the outlet of the printhead, 

the printing process will need to be abandoned and restart again. Fourth, if the fibers are floating (i.e. 

not attached to each other), the printing will be not able to proceed on. If the printing process failed, one 

should inspect the above four inspectable features.

 In experiment, various sodium alginate concentration of 0.5 wt%, 1 wt%, 1.5 wt% and 2 wt% and 

various calcium concentration of 10 mM, 20 mM, 50 mM, 100 mM and 200 mM are tested. Judging 
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from inspectable features during the printing process, the printing process is scored as “unable to stack 

up”, “printable” and “frequent clogging”. As shown in the Fig. 3.10, some of the tested conditions failed 

to stack up due to lack of mechanical integrity (alginate concentration too slow, gelation completeness 

not enough), resulting in too thin fibers deposited; some of the conditions failed due to frequent clogging 

during the printing process.  The printable conditions for both short and long printhead are highlighted in 

the graph; for the short printhead, the printable conditions are alginate concentration of 1.5 ~ 2 wt% and 

calcium concentration of 100 mM; the printable conditions are alginate concentrations of 1.5 ~ 2 wt% 

and calcium concentration of 20-50 mM. It could be found out that the calcium concentration suitable for 

printing is quite different in between the short and long printhead. The reason is the long printhead has 

increased length for prolonged traveling time (ca. 1.33s) of microfibers in the printhead, thus to achieve 

the same extent of gelation completeness at the outlet, the required concentration is much lower.

 Through the experiments, we conclude that the long printhead is the preferable printhead design since 

it requires lower calcium concentration in sheath fluids which is less cytotoxic. The optimized final 

printing protocol containing all the tunable parameters can be found in Table 3.1. 

3.3.2  Characterization of the printed mesh construct

本小節は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、非公開とする。

3.4　The printing of cell fibers

本節は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、非公開とする。 

3.5　Summary

In this chapter, the the actual operation of the bioprinter is tested. First, by analyzing the relationship in 

between the many tunable parameters, the stable protocols for printing alginate microfibers is probed 

by several printing trials. Then, cell-laden core/shell microfibers are printed using the stable protocols. 

After printing, different culture methods are tested for the maturation of cell fibers inside the printed 

constructs. As a result, we found out that the static culture method is unable to maturate the printed core/

shell cell-laden fibers into cell fiber, while rotary culture method is capable of forming cell fibers upon 

culture.
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C h a p t e r  4  

A p p l i c a t i o n s  o f  t h e  c e l l  f i b e r  

p r i n t i n g  t e c h n o l o g y

This chapter describes the application of the tissue printing and culture technique developed in 

the previous chapters. The first and the most essential application of the bioprinting technique is 

the reconstruction of macro-sized in-vitro tissue models with tissue-like morphologies and functions. In 

addition, the tissue construct rebuilt in-vitro is proposed to be used as implantation graft for the treatment 

of acute liver failure, a disease which demands short-term replacement liver graft.

4.1　In-vitro tissue model reconstruction and evaluation 

本節は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、非公開とする。

4.2　Evaluations on the applicability of the tissue construct as 
implantation graft

本節は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、非公開とする。
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4.3　Summary

In this chapter, applicability of the cell fiber printing technique is tested. 

 First, the cell fiber printing technology is used to create thick tissue construct based on HepG2 cell 

fibers. The thickness of the reconstructed tissue is approximately 2/4 mm, consisting of 2 layers of 

rafting fibers and 10/22 layers of HepG2 cell fibers. H&E staining is performed for the histological 

analysis of the thick tissue construct. As a result, the cells were densely packed and highly viable, which 

shows that the printing technique is applicable for replicating in-vivo tissue like morphology. In addition, 

the reconstructed HepG2 cell fiber based tissue is able to secreat human albumin in-vitro. ELISA test 

results show that the cells in the printed construct has enhanced albumin secretion function, comparing 

to the cells in traditional 2D cell culture. 

 Then, the applicability of the HepG2 cell fiber based construct to be used as implantation graft is also 

tested. During the implantation and retrieval procedures, the good mechanical integrity of the construct 

make it easier to handle. After 3 days of implantation, human albumin was detected in mouse blood 

samples, showing the cell fiber based construct a potentially useful short term replacement tissue graft 

for the treatment of acute liver failures. Further experiments show that the increased thickness (from 5 

layers to 12 layers) does not significantly increase albumin productivity in-vivo, which is supposed to be 

caused by decreased oxygen and nutrient availability in the central area of the thick construct.
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C h a p t e r  5  

C o n c l u s i o n s

5.1　Conclusions

In this thesis, the technique for printing cell fibers is proposed and established. To enable the printing 

of cell fibers, a bioprinter is conceived and built up. The construction of the bioprinter covers detailed 

designs on its components as well as the practice of printer system assembly. Comparing to the 

existing bioprinting techniques, the cell fiber printing technique developed in this thesis is capable of 

rapidly printing densely cellularized tissue constructs. The cell fiber printing technique is then used 

to demonstrate the reconstruction of HepG2 cell fiber based tissue construct with in-vivo tissue-like 

morphology and function. In addition, as a proof-of-concept for using this technique to treat diseases 

such as acute liver failure, the HepG2 cell fiber based tissue construct was implanted into the abdomen 

of mouse; after 3 days of implantation, human albumin were detected in mouse blood samples, showing 

that the cell fiber based construct is a potentially useful short-term replacement tissue for the treatment 

of acute liver failures. 

 For the purpose of printing cell fibers, this thesis conceived and designed a bioprinter, starting from 
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each components of the bioprinter. First, the microfluidic printhead is designed and fabricated using 

stereolithography based approach; bench tests performed on the printhead shows that it is capable of 

generating core/shell hydrogel microfibers steadily, with controlled spinning velocity. Second, the 

syringe-vacuum substrate is designed and implemented, by combining a commercially available filter 

membrane with a perforated vacuum chamber fabricated using 3-D printer. The working principle of 

the vacuum substrate is then proposed and analyzed, with corresponding bench test experiments to find 

suitable working paramters.  Then, the motion control system, pumping and tubing systems is discussed. 

Finally, the assembly of all the components into a whole system is described. 

 Following the detailed designs and implementation of the bioprinter, the the actual operation of the 

bioprinter was then demonstrated. First, by analyzing the relationship in between the many tunable 

parameters, the stable protocols for printing alginate microfibers is found out by several printing trials. 

Then, cell-laden core/shell microfibers are printed using the protocols. After printing, the viability 

of cells are tested, showing that more than 75% of cells are alive after being printed. Then, for the 

maturation of cell fibers inside the printed constructs, different culture methods are compared. As a 

result, we found that the static culture method was unable to maturate the printed core/shell cell-laden 

fibers into cell fiber, while rotary culture method was capable of forming cell fibers upon culture.

 After the demonstration on the capability of the cell fiber bioprinter. The applicability of the cell fiber 

printing technique is further considered and experimented. 

 本段落は雑誌掲載の形での刊行 (5 年以内に出版予定 ) が予定されるため、非公開とする。

 To summarize, this thesis starts with the fundamental designs and system implementation of the 

bioprinter which is capable of printing cell fibers, then established stable protocols for printing cell fibers 

using the bioprinter, and finally tested the applicability of the cell fiber printing technology.

5.2　Future outlooks

5.2.1　Printing system & culture system improvement
For the cell fiber based printing strategy, the cell fiber printing technology developed in this thesis will 
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be the first and foundational step towards the ultimate goal of building densely cellularized tissues. 

 Based on the technology developed in this thesis, further developments on both the printing system 

and the relative culture system can be expected. Regarding the printing system: first, the ability to 

print hollow fibers with endothelial cells encapsulated in the core region will have the potential to 

enable lumen structure reconstruction in the cell fiber based tissue construct; second, microfluidic fluid 

switching techniques could be integrated to enable the fabrication of heterogeneous cell fiber based 

construct with multiple types of cell fibers deposited with precise spatial control; finally, the combination 

of these two technology is able to fabricate heterogeneous tissue constructs with capillary vessel 

networks. 

 Alongside the development of printing system, the culture system development is also essentially 

important. Bioreactors with controlled oxygen delivery and the capability of perfusing the cell fiber 

based constructs will further increase the maturation speed of the cell fibers; in addition, the inletting 

and outletting system of the bioreactor actually mimics the major blood vessels which connect internal 

organs to circulation system, which will facilitate the practical usages of the in-vitro reconstructed tissues 

such as for implantation purposes.

 

5.2.2　Towards the applicable implantation graft
In this thesis, the proof-of-concept experiments of using the cell fiber based tissue construct as 

implantation graft is conducted. Based on the proof-of-concept work in this thesis, further developments 

towards real application of using the printed tissue constructs as implantation graft can be expected. For 

practical application, several improvements on the technique is required. First, the size of the printed 

construct should be able to scale up further to encapsulate more amount of cells, in order to be applied 

for larger animals comparing to mouse. Second, other types of hepatocytes should be adopted to replace 

HepG2 cells which are used in this thesis; as a cancer derived cell, HepG2 cell exhibit abnormal liver 

functions comparing to normal hepatocytes, the encapsulation of normal hepatocyte is expected to 

create tissue constructs with more native liver functions. Third, foreign body react which will attack the 
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implanted tissue graft shall be attenuated for longer survival of cells in the implanted graft; adjusting the 

alginate material which is used to encapsulate cells can be a possible method to attenuate the immune 

attack due to foreign body react.
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Append ix   A:  Rotary  cu l ture  pro toco l s

The rotary culture protocol for maturation of cell fiber in the printed constructs is as follow:

1. Print the cell fiber based constucts following standard printing procedure.

2. Apply cationic particle containing solution to the printed tissue construct and soak for 1 

min.

3. Remove cationic particle containing solution using water absorbent tissue paper.

4. Transfter the treated construct into thick petri dish (ThermoFisher, 60 mm), add 6 mL low 

glucose cell culture medium to the dish.

5. Set rotary mixer (Nissin, Rotary Shaker NA-301) and swith to speed 7.

6. Set the tissue construct containting dish on the rotary mixer and turn on the mixer.

7. Full volume culture medium are exchanged in a daily manner. 
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Append ix   B :  Cryosec t i on

The protocol for cryosection are as follow:

1. Fix samples using 4% calcium containing Paraformaldehyde (PFA) and soak for more than 

3 hours.

2. After the fixation of the samples, transfer the sample to calcium containing 10%  sucrose (ca. 

2 hours), 20%  sucrose (ca. 2 hours), 30%  sucrose (overnight)

3. Transfer the sample from 30%  sucrose to OCT compound, soak for 1 hour at room 

temperature.

4. Transter the sample with OCT compund to plastic containers, and freeze the sample within 

containter using liquid nitrogen.

5. Cut freezed samples into 8 µm thick dissections using cryostat, transfer the dissections 

onto specially coated slide glass.

6. Dry the samples under dry condition for ca. 1 hour, then proceed to staining process. If 

not proceeding to the staining process, the samples shall be stored in hermetically sealed 

containers at -20 Celsius degree. 
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Append ix   C:  H  & E  s ta in ing

H & E staining protocol is as follow:

1. Wash the sample dissections using tap water for 20 times, this procedure is for the removal 

of OCT compounds.

2. Soak the sample dissections into Hematoxylin for 5 min.

3. Wash the dissections: transfer the dissections into a large container fully filled with 

constantly in-flow of fresh tap water and wait for 20 min.

4. Soak the sample dissections into eosin for 1 min with frequent shaking.

5. Wash the dissections by soaking into 99% ethanol with frequent shaking for ca. 10 seconds. 

Repeat the procedures 3 times.

6. Mount the samples using Entellan® new ( EMD Millipore Corporation), cap with slide 

glasses and dry the mounted slides at dry condition overnight.
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Append ix   D:  Co i l ed  fiber  fabr i ca t ion

A method for flexible formation of coiled hydrogel microfibers is described here. The 

formation method of coiled pattern relies on the viscostiy and gelation rate tunning of the 

fiber spinning process, which is compatible with the fiber printing methods developed in 

this thesis; thus, it is possible to print coiled hydrogel fibers by combining the coiled fiber 

fabrication technique described here with the fiber printing technology.

Detailed description on the coiled fiber formation method is as follow:

1.  Coiling phenomenon can be triggered inside the microfluidic tunnel due to viscous 

dragging force applied to core fluid thread by surrounding sheath fluid, as shown on left 

part; coiling phenomenon can also be triggered by vertically impinging the microfluidic-spun 

straight core fluid thread onto a flat horizontal surface (Fig. S1). The summary of synthesis 

conditions is given in Table S1.

2. Coiling formation and synthesis of coiled structure can be investigated and performed in 

microfluidic channel (Fig. S2). 

3. Synthesis of pillar-like coiled structure with large amplitude can be achieved by triggering 

coiling on bottom surface of collection bath. (Fig. S3)

4. Synthesis of supercoiled structure can be achieved by triggering coiling both in microfluidic 

channels and on bottom surface of collection bath. (Fig. S4)

Table S1 Summary table of experimental parameter sets in correspondence with the shape and dimension 

achieved by each set of parameters. 
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Fig. S1   Representative schematic sketch of the two methods for triggering the coiling phenomenon.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V.

Fig. S2   Coiling formation and synthesis of coiled structure in micro�uidic channel. 
Scale bars: (A and E) 1.5 mm.  © 2017 Elsevier B.V.
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Fig. S3   Synthesis of pillar-like coiled structure with large amplitude by triggering coiling on bottom 
surface of collection bath. Scale bars: (A–F) 10 mm, (I–K) 1 mm (500 μm for the insets). 
© 2017 Elsevier B.V.

Fig. S4   Synthesis of supercoiled structure by triggering coiling both in micro�uidic channels and on 
bottom surface of collection bath. Scale bar: 3.5 mm. © 2017 Elsevier B.V.
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